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THE TREASURE HUNT CONTINUES! SEE PAGE 28
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Councilor Peter O'Donnell
told the Portland City Council Feb. 6 that the water off
East End Beach, near the
sewage treatment plant, will
be tested three times a week
this summer for sewage-related pollutants. The Maine
Department of Environmental Protection and the
Portland Public Works Department will post the results
ill City Hall, tfie Munjoy Hill
Cummings Center, and will
notify tfie media. Public
Works will close the beach if
pollution levels are above
state limits. Last summer the
DEP didn't notify Portland
when it found health-threatening levels of fecal coliform
bacteria, organisms that live
in the colons of humans and
other animals.

South Portland
debt limit under fIre
After championing a
spending cap passed last
November, tne South Portland Concerned Taxpayers'
Association is now attempting to shrink the city's debt
limit. South Portland Rep.
Cushman Anthony said the
group has asked him to submit state-level legislation that
would allow any municipality to lower its debt limit from
the legislated 15 percent of
the property valuation. Anthony is not a member of the
association, but will propose
the legislation.

Comer condos again

BALANCING INTERESTS
wil'

Th" spring, The Portland CitV Council
be
cOll5idering .In ordinance to protect the city's
histonc building, and neIghborhoods. Why does
Portland need an historic preservation ordin.ll1ce?
What elif'ct 1\111/1 hal·e.on individual property
rights? HOI' can an ordinance balance tllese
rights Itlth the goals ot'the communitv <It large?
10il1 Landmarks lar what promJ<es to be a
limelv and informdll\ e serie5.

. february 15.

F"I~rl/,lry 22 .

Preservation Ordinances: 50 Years of Precedent
r1wight Merrtam, President. Americdn In<;lltUlC' of Certified Planner,;

C.N. Brown spills gas
M.l((h 1

GREATER PORTLAND lANDMARKS
1989 NOON lECTURE SERIES

Preservation and the Livable City
Will idill (o l linl:o. Former Mayor. Norwalk. ConnectICut

Encouraging Neighborhood Stability Through Preservation:
The Cambridge Experience
Charle~ Sullivan Jnd Sally Zimmf'rm ~lJ1, Cambridge

HistOrical Commission

A look at Portland'.s Resources - What Do We Preserve?
Wed ne~days at Noon

First Paris h Church
425 Congress Street
Parish Hall Opens at 11 :.30 for Brown Bag Lunc h

Following the Portland Ci~
Council's defeat of a Morrill s
Comer building moratorium,
the!lanning board is schedule to vote Feb. 14 on
whether it will reconsider its
approval of the lOB-condo
Morrill's Court project at the
traffic-dogged comer. Meanwhile the city traffic engineers
will study alternative routes
for the 2,000 cars that drive
through the corner in peak
hours.
.

Kenn€"th SC'VNC'n5., Archileftur£lr Histonan, Portland

Till." "'(Hie.'> I... m.lde po .... ihlt' thmuMh ti1C" J.i('nerv~it}' uf 100111 Blirm

CN. Brown Company, already charged in Kennebec
County Superior Court with
five underground fuel spills
and non-compliance witn inventory laws, reported to the
Maine Department of Environmental Protection that it
spilled about 20 gallons of
gasoline while filling an underground tank at the
Westbrook Big Apple store
Jan. 29. Perry Cogburn, a
specialist in the DEP's hazardous waste bureau, said one
gallon of gasoline can contaminate seven million gallons of ground water. Because
the spill was reported by CN.
Brown, in accordance with the
law, the DEP will not add the
spill to its list of complaints
against the company.
-Hannah Hotmes

A

NEW FACE ON THE THREAT OF THERAPY

Counseling required with AIDS test
Insurance companies doing
business in Maine are balking
at new state rules requiring
them to counsel clients tested
for HN (Human Immunodeficiency Virus) antibodies which
indicate that the deadly AIDS
virus is also present.
The new rules, which take
effect May 1, require that insurance companies offer counseling before and after the test although applicants may
choose to waive this counseling.
"We can't force feed people
counseling if they don't want
it," said Thomas Record, staff
attorney for the Bureau of Insurance.
But AIDS activists consider
the waiver option dangerous.
Diane Elze of the AIDS Project
in Portland said that too many
people "are naive about the
ramifications of the test" and
that because the person being

tested would usually be seeking approval for insurance,
there is "too much room for coercion.
"The insurance companies
are reluctant to offer this counseling because they just don't
want to pay for it," said Elze.
Mike Davis, 2nd vice president of state relations at Unum,
said that the Maine legislature
was "misguided" in enacting
the laws that require insurance
companies to provide counseling for HN antibody tests.
"They're treating AIDS as
special or different than other
diseases like cancer or heart
disease," said Davis. "I realize
that AIDS is a serious problem
but think it is unfair to separate
it from other diseases. We're
not discriminating against persons because of their sexual
preferences- or lifestyles by
requiring HN testing. Thereare
more people who apply for

insurance with us who have
unhealthy diets and high cholesterollevels."
But Elze and other AIDS
activists remain upset that the
insurance companies can require HN antibody tests of
applicants for health or life
insurance. They claim that
persons testing positive for HN
antibodies are discriminated
against since the new rules also
provide that they be labeled as
a "generic blood disorder" and
placed in a date pool which is
then shared with other insurancecompanies. "This gives the
insurance companies more
leewa y than they should ha ve,"
said Diane Elze. "Who knows
what is next? People might be
denied home insurance because
they test HIV positive."
Unum's Davis said such extremes seem unreasonable and
that they "are news to" him.
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Boycotts make a difference

Yawn

- Thomas A. Verde

Water District hopes to avoid court
Joseph Taylor, director of the
Portland Water District, is
charging that the Conservation
Law Foundation is pursuing
an unnecessary lawsuit over
pollution in Casco Bay.
On Jan. 30 the Boston-based
CLF gave formal notice that it
intends to sue the water district
for violating the Clean Water
Act. The CLF and the Island Institute of Rockland released. a
study of Casco Bay in October
that found high levels of metal
and bacterial pollution. They
threatened then to sue the water
district if its sewer system was
not improved.
"Their goal as an environmental group is to make us all
work harder. But the district is
not the polluter,"Taylor said.
"The district is here to clean up.
In 1978 there was no sewage
treatment."
Taylor said the water district
is working harder. The
amounts of organic, metallic
and other pollutants it can discharge are set in a license issued by the Maine Department
of Environmental Protection
(DEP). Taylor said the plant has
often violated its license, but
since the CLF report the water
district has begun working with

the DEP to bring the system
into compliance. It is scheduling the replacement of its 60
combined sewer overflows
which allow untreated sewage
to escape treatment when rain
floods the sewers. It has hired
the company that designed the
East End sewage treatment
plant to design improvments
within 90 days. Yet the CLF
suit is proceeding.
"They seem to have their
mind made up," protested
Taylor. "They want to cite us
whether we negotiate or not."
Taylor has other objections
to a court case - among them,
the thought of paying the civil
penalties the CLF wants.
"I think they're used to dealing with corporations," said
Taylor. "We're a quasi-municipal organization of 10 communities totalling 160,000 people.
That makes it unlikly that a
court would award civil penalties." The water district is nonprofit organization. It charges
users fees to its 10 communities, refunding any extra money
at the end of the year.
But CLF attorney Peter
Shelley countered, "The law
doesn't recognize any distinction beween municipalities and

industries. Certainly the fish
and clams and people swimming don't recognize any distinction."
Taylor'S final complaint is
that the DEP, not the CLF, is
supposed to license and punish Maine polluters.
"The CLF is fine where you
have non-responsive government," he said. "WheretheDEP
sets the standards, court action
is not warranted."
But Shelley rejects this
charge. "There is a pattern of
violation that wouldn't exist if
the DEP and the EPA were
doing their jobs," he said.
Asa result oftheCLF's threat
to sue, the DEP in December
began negotiating a consentagreement to bring the Portland system into compliance.
But the CLF charges that the
water district's Westbrook and
Gorham plants violate their
licenses, too. It charges all three
plants with discharging too
much fine matter, called "solids," and too much fecal coliform bacteria - from human
and animal wastes - in the bay.
Federal law gives the water
district 60 days to negotiate a
fix-up agreement with the CLF
and avoid a suit.
-Hannah Holmes

Ooops ...

WEIRD NEWS

Suffering from a severe case of "Gendronitis," we have
twice misidentified the broker of two New Sherman Street Associates rental buildings reported on in our Jan. 12 cover story.
For the record: Charles Gendron brokered that sale and Roger
Gendron is currently offering the buildings; both are now with
G&S Commercial Brokers. John and Richard Gendron remain
at Gendron & Co.; neither has been directly involved with the
New Sherman Street Associates buildings.

--Michael Bisnett claimed
that he did not have a fair
chance to defend himself at a
1986 trial ona drug-sales charge
because he slept through most
ofthe trial. In November, aNew
York court rejected his appeal.
-Chuck ShepardlAlterNet

,,:'f:I':i STAGE
Two Portland production s:
from the solemn to the ridiculou s

CALENDAR
Art from Down Under
and the daddy of rock n' roll

EATS ::~::ii ::1;;;
Onions: more tniln just bad
breath and teary eyes

TREASURE HUNT
Casco aay Weekly is a paper
for people living in or concerned
about the cit ies and towns of the
Portland area. It is published by
Mogul Media . tnc . from posh
corporate headquarters at
187 Ctark Street. Portland.
Maine 04102.
Send us your event tlstings .
your angry letters and especially
your advertisements! We need
to receive all that kind of stuff by
the end of the Thursday prior to
the issue in wh ich you want it
to appear.

775·6601
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SupportnteArts.
20% OffA11 OfPIerlS
PostersAnd Rames.

The Thomas Inn
& Playhouse

on Thomas Pond
Old Route 302, So. Casco, Maine 04077

.Spend a Romantic
evening with us on

Valentine's Day
We will be serving:
Snacks in the bar
A soup and salad bar
And a selection of
8 entrees for only
$11.99 per person
The pub will be open
at 4:00 P.M.
Serving dinner from 4-10
With piano player
Edgar Ruby

clear Acrylic
Poster R"amcs.

Unear R"ames
Antique wtutc and FJ<I}'
Size
5'");: 7"
8">: 10"

11"x 14"
lb"x 20"
18")[ 24"

, 0")(28"
22"')(28"

24"X36"

Happy Valentine's Day

20%
OFF

DINNER THEATER

by

Last two pcrformaoces Feb. 10, II

Andy
Newman

• IN THE MOOD •

(A look at the Golden Age Of Radio)

Feb. 17,18

- SAL~Y SINGS SONDHEIM -

A

CONVERSATION WITH

A tribute to oomposer Srepben Sondheim

Feb 24,25

-JOE PERHAM· Maine Humorist-

"The Egg Man"

Dinner at 7:00 PM • Show at 8:30 PM

$27 per person
Call now' for
reservations

693 - 3292

Mec.aJ Ftames.
G0IJ and pc\\1l'r

~telnnted

Ash Rames.
Tan, white, blue and rose
8

N

x 10"

Size
II "xJ4"

16"x20"
18'');24''
20""28"
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OFF
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Sweep her off her feet
with a gift of love from .. -

I

,'20% Off',
I tht" regular I
I prier or llilmt'S I
I and prints I

:~~ ~~~U!,,!!:
Every frame that's hanging around and every poster that's suitable for framing
is 20%off its original price this week only. There are dozens upon dozens
of each. In fact, we probably have more posters and frames than you have \\'all
space. Of course, the selection will vary by store, but an impressive selection is
in every store. So do your pan for the arts by coming to a Pier I Imports today
334 Forest Ave., Portland • 773-3356
M & Th 10-8; Tu, W & F 10-6; Sat. 9-5
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AMARYLLIS
Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange Street, Portland, ME 04.101
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772-4439
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Sala Thai
Thai Restaurant & Lounge
1363 Washington Ave., near Northgate Portland, ME - (207) 797 -0871

PU-PU PLATTER APPETIZER
Available until February 16

SATE BEEF-CHICKEN
KAT THONG TONG • EGG ROLLS
TaD MUN KOONG • CHICKEN WINGS

$6.95
Take out • Catering
Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 11 AM-1O:30PM
Fri. & Sat. 11 AM-ll PM - Sun. 4 PM-lO:00 PM
Visa - Mastcrcard • Amcrican Express

--------------------------,

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
Luxurious accommodations [or two
Welcome bottle of pink champagne
Valentine card & chocolates
Complimentary use of the Regency Health Club
Breakfast [or two • Taxes and gratuities

I
I

,A

$45 PER PERSON*

The Gyros (pronounced YEE-ROS) has withstood the test
of time and taste. An ancient idea - a modern winner!

"Based on double occupancy

A
Additional
night stay at
$60.00 per night

500 Year Old
Sandwich?

;lo

For reservations call I
1-800-72 REGENCY I
or 1 (207) 774-4200 :

THE GYROS
ONLY $2.49

(with this ad) Reg. $3.50 Offer expires February 16

1373 Washington Ave. at the comer of Allen Ave.,
near Northgate • 797·9030 • EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

PORTLAND
: HOUSE OF PIZZA :
I

, _________________________ J
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Is one egg as good as another?
John Rand is in eggs, He
owns a wholesale egg business and has been scrambling
around the Greater Portland
area for more than 40 years
supplying restaurants, stores,
and camps with his eggs.
Known as "The Egg Man,"
John Rand disagrees with
people who think that "an
egg's an egg. "

How'd you get into eggs?
I raised chickens. Some you'd
raise for meat, and some you'd
raise to lay eggs. I did that
nearly 20 years, up until '64.
But there were some problems:
disease problems with the
chickens, and some of the prices
weren't so good. So rather than
go into debt any further, I decided to just buy eggs from my
neighbor and resell them. That
gave me a narrow margin to
work with, but if you're careful
- and you watch your overhead - then you can Ii ve with it.
Do you work alone?

Yes. BeforeI've had help, but
now I keep it down to a oneman operation to keep down
on the overhead.
Have you seen many
changes in farming?

a bird. But today they're all in
cages. Caged up at least two to
a cage, in some cases three, and
the feed goes by them in a
trough. So they just eat, drink,
and lay eggs. There's some
question about whether that's
the ideal situation. The Humane Society is looking into it.
Especially where they put three
to a cage. You've only gotafoot
and a half in there, and you got
three birds.
Are chickens smart ?

in the milk, throw them in the
microwave, and while you're
shaving theycomeout all done.
You put a whole egg in there
and it'll explode on you.
How do you stay
competitive?
People seem to appreciate the
service and quality. You've
been with them 15 or 20 years
and they aren't going to jump
the gun when somebody else
comes along with a deal. Usually it's the young ones that
think some other outfit has got
a better deal. Those deals maybe they're okay, maybe
they aren't, maybe they're only
temporary, see. All they're
interested in is a penny or two,
and they don't worry about
quality. They think an egg's an
egg. Well, there's a lot of difference.

They're intelligent in their
own way. They know enough
to go in and roost at night, and
to drink and eat. Some people
have trained pet chickens to do
things. But they respond to
unusual circumstances. Another kind of bird could fly into
their house and cause a commotion. And they could panic
and run to one side of the building' and could all pile up and Do you ever think about
retiring?
smother.
That's a question that comes
Do you eat a lot of eggs
up quite often. It's nice to get
yourseID
out, to meet the people. You
Some. Not as much as I used meet all kinds of people. I'll do
to. I was in the hospital with a it another few years. And gee,
heart attack five years ago this if I didn't do anything, I'd get
March. Then they were preach- kind of bored.
ing to cut down. But I stopped
eating eggs and my cholesterol
count went up, so I'm not too Andy Newman has been known to
put all his eggs in one basket, but only
convinced.
rarely counts his chickens before they

Oh yes. Great God, yes. The
way they do things, of course.
Back when I owned the poultry How do you like your eggs?
fann the birds would run loose
Oh, any way. It's quick and
in a building. They used to aleasy
to just beatthem up, throw
low three or four square feet to

hatch. He is grateful to his parents for
raising him and the other Newman
kids only two to a cage.

RAISE
A

RUCKUS
Order your next
batch of letterheads
and business cards,
with raised printing.
Your. printing will
sing and people will
notice.
PRINTEX

PRINTEX
SYSTEMS
OF PORTLAND
477 CONGRESS STREET

773 .. 8001
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FEEL LUCKY
PUNK?

SUNDAi
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"_____ are like
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_ _ _ _ . Everybody's
got one."

WIT H A V lEW
This Sunday, feast both your eyes and your palate
on Portland's most luxurious Brunch at the Top of the East.
Enjoya spectacularpanorama, from Casco Bay to the VVhite Mountains,
while dining on our Sunday Brunch delights, such as Eggs Benedict,
Eggs Florentine, Roast Top Sirloin ofBeef. and an assorunenr
ofsalads, vegetables and freshly baked breads & muffins.
Complete your brunch with our sinful selection ofpastries.

VOTING WIlli YOUR POCKETBOOK ...

"Go - - - - -

Seatings 1/:00 am and 1:00pm
Reservations Suggested

Consumer boycotts

"

____ my day."

"You - - - _ _ _ _ yourself__ do

Well do ya punk?"

Sonesta Hotel Portland
157 High Street· Portland' 775-5411

TOP
OF THE EAST

"A man's gorta know
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK. 10-10
Video Rental • Compact Discs • Audio Topes • Popcorn

We have Nintendo!
Tuesdays: 2 for 1 on movie rentals

"

Fill in the Blanks and return to
Videoport by 2-23-89. Correct
entries Win 1 Free Movie Rental!

PORTLAND'S LARGEST SELECTION

F~VlooJPORfP!:
Membership

SPECIAL SENIOR CITIZEN PRICING

~otfZ'qtlcrP--9t'>~

Rates

For the image-conscious
corporation of the 1980s, discrepancies between appearance and policy can spell public relations disaster. That's why
boycotts look for the soft underbelly of a corporate target, the
economic pressure points that
can force a previously recalcitrant company to compromise.
In the end, boycotters believe,
consumers' concerns should
contribute as much to corporate policy as the pluses and
minuses of a company's balance sheet
A successful boycott identifies specific companies and
formulates clear and specific
reform demands. Then the
boycott mobilizes public support Some current boycotts
provide environmentally concerned consumers with opportunities to put their money to
work for their ideals.
The handful of boycotts
mentioned below offer lessons
as to what works and what
doesn' t- regardless of whether
or not you agree with their
objectives. And although these
strikes are nationwide, many
of the same tactics can be applied locally. Near San Francisco, for example, Bay Area
Mountain Watch and Earth
First! are seeking a halt to the
construction of certain condo
projects and asking that a portion of that land be converted
to a wildlife refuge.

Come in and see our expanding music selection

Tuna

"Major league Fun"
24 U.S. Route 1, Yarmouth, ME 04096 (207) 846-4711

heaven can't wait

*

Yarmouth Marketplace

whon th. moon Is lull on monday, the 20th of
february 1989, kevin john joseph higgins win be
speaking on the vitally important subject of personal
and planotary tran.lormatlon-a metaphysical per·
opoctiY•. special emphasis shall be placed upon the

TUESDAYS

THURSDAYS
SUPER SIZE

meaning of onen... from a spiritually scIentific point
of view, and the will (expressionJsuppression) and its

4x6

Vital, yet forgonen role in personal and planetary (ad·
vancement/stagnation) .

the ineVitable merging of related material to be shared
by keVin will include-what is really happening to the
earth on a cosmic

leye~ow

are you and your Cfeated

scoal structures being affected-wno are you-who
are you not-and why you can't rememberearthquakes and other mass evaruations-space
beings-what is their role--how are they selHessly

A 2nd set ofPrinls FREE with each
roll oC35 rom, 110 or 126 film brought

PRINTS
For 31/2 x 5 Price
C-41 • 35 mm

in for processing. C·41 only.

~~----------~~~--------~

FRIDAYS

Pick your own special. Choose anyone
of the Monday· Thursday Specials

assisting their veiled brothers and sisters on planet
earth-listening to your inner voice and following it
regardless of social, domestic and other self·crea[ed
pressures ,
on this evening. that we may but learn to share,
express and be love uncondltlonal-once again

the first parish unitarian church
425 congress streeVportland, maine
monday the 20th of february 19891 7· 10:30
doors open at 6:30
admission is eleven dollarS/for bckets and other

information, please call orwnte, ono 01 hear1s.
p.o. box 15143, portland , me 04101
207·774·0308/871·0287

*

MINUTE~~9

PHOTO

INC.
37 Ocean Streett South Portland

767-2007 Bi I Ciccarone

157 Middle Street (Old Port)

761-2882 Debbie Dolan

Tuna boycott to save dolphins. Some 115,000 dolphins
died in tuna fishing nets in 1987,
according to estimates from the
Inter-American Tropical Tuna
Commission. A boycott of all
canned tuna is attempting to
stop the dolphin slaughter. Particular targets are the two largest U.S. buyers and processors
of tuna: Ralston Purina and
Heinz.
Ten percent of the world's
tuna is caught with purse seine
nets. Because valuable yellowfin tuna swim beneath dolphins
in the southern Pacific, dolphins are deliberately herded
into huge fishing nets that are
pulled shut like a purse, killing
dolphins and tuna alike.
The tuna boycott, organized
by Earth Island Institute's International Marine Mammal Proj-

ect, grew out of a letter-writing
effort and limited boycott of
albacore tuna, which was expanded due to unsatisfactory
response from the tuna industry and the shocking revelations of video footage shot
aboard a working tuna boat that
was aired on national news
programs last spring.
The boycott has been endorsed by Earth First!, the Sea
Shepherd ConservationSociety
and the Humane Society, which
has sponsored an ongoing tuna
boycott since the 1970s.

Icelandic fish
Boycott of Icelandic fish,
Burger King and Wendy'S to
save whales. In 1986, the International Whaling Commission
outlawed all whaling except for
"research purposes." Iceland
has ignored that resolution,
exporting half of its "research"
whaling catch to Japan, another
long-time violator of whaling
guidelines.
Greenpeace and others have
organized a boycott against
Icelandic fish, of which $200
million worth is bought each
year in the United States,
Since Icelandic cod is the
principal type of fast food fish,
the boycott targets Burger King
and Wendy'S. As a result, both
companies have reduced their
salesofIcelandiccod. The Long
John Silvers restaurant chain,
responding to boycott pressure,
discontinued its use of the fish
in September. In addition, six
U.S. school systems have
agreed to stop buying Icelandic
fish for their lunch programs.
The boycott is endorsed by
the Humane Society (which
originated the Iceland fish
boycott in 1986), the Animal
Welfare Institute and Sea Shepherd.

Table grapes
Saying no to toxic grapes.
Americans are supporting the
farm worker-led boycott of
California table grapes.
Grape sales dropped after
United Farm Workers (UFW)
leader Cesar Chavez started a
36-day fast in July 1988 to focus
attention on the pesticide hazards facing farm workers. UFW
points to figures from the U.S.
Department of Agriculture that

indicate a 25 percent drop in
grape shipments to New York
City and a 20 percent' drop in
grapes shipped to San Francisco as of October.
Table grapes are treated with
more pesticides than any other
fruit, according to UFW's
Daniel Martin. Boycotters want
grape growers to halt use of
five pesticides - Captan, Oinoseb, methyl bromide, parathion and phosdrin -linked to
severe health problems in farm
workers. Fieldhands have reported symptoms ranging from
headaches and dizziness, to
rashes described as looking like
napalm burns, to respiratory
and reproductive failure. Exposure to the chemicals has
allegedly caused three farmworkers' deaths.

Alhambra
Boycott St. Pauli Girl beer
and Alhambra water to protect
rare ecosystem. All products
distributed by the McKesson
Corporation of California are
being boycotted - the two
named above, plus Valu Rite
Health Care Products, Crystal
Water and Fresh n' Fruity yogurt.
The reason? Through a loophole in the Endangered Species
Act, McKesson is allowing
condominiums to be built on
land it owns on San Bruno
Mountain south of San Francisco. The mountain is the last
remnant of the original San
Francisco ecosystem and critical habitat for a half-d.ozen
endangered species.
This is the local-turned-na. tional boycott led by Bay Area
Mountain Watch and Earth
First!

General Electric
No General Electric products,
for nuclear reasons. General
Electric doesn't just manufacture GE lightbulbs, electrical
gadgets and Hotpoint household appliances. GE makes
more parts for nuclear weapons systems than any other
corpora tion, actively lobbies for
weapons systems and manufactures parts for nuclear reactors.
A boycott of GE has been led
by INFACT, the U.S. organizer
of the original Nestle boycott,

Ca.co Say Weekly
An instrument of

to force the company to halt its
nuclear-related contracts as "a
concrete step towards stopping
the nuclear arms buildup and
redirecting resources to people
who need food, jobs, shelter
and peace."
So far, INFACT has registered over 260,000 people who
have pledged to boycott GE
products and has generated
more than 100,ODO letters and
postcards. INFACT estimates
that a total of 3-5 million consumers nationwide are boycotting G E based on an independent survey conducted in July
1987, a year after the boycott
began.
GE responds that the company supports the U.S.
government's efforts for bilateral disarmament,
not
INFACT's advocacy of unilateral action. A company statement says, in part, "GE has
decided to participate in the
nation's defense activities because we believe it's the right
thing to do to support our
government"
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Quitting time
The important final step of
almost every boycott is spreading the word after a satisfactory settlement has been
reached. The Rainforest Action
Network, for example, has
claimed victory in its boycott of
Burger King called in January
1986 to convince the company
to stop using Central American beef grazed on cleared rainforest lands,
The boycott was suspended
when Burger King agreed not
to use Central American beef,
but later reactivated when the
company refused to certify that
the change had been instituted.
After just a few months of renewed boycott pressure, Burger King stated in October that
it had discontinued use of rainforest beef. The boycott has now
been called off.
,Justin Lowe prepared this view for
the Environmental Action Magazine
News Service.
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By Michael .I. Weiss

Cats do it.
Dogs do it:
Birds do it.
Fish do it.
Even reptiles do it.
But what, exactly, is it?
And why do we all ...

Photos/Charills Freeman

Keep reading and sooner or later you'll be yawning. It's not because the text
is dry (perish the thought), the pictures are dull (they never are), or the
subiect is boring (on the contrary). Robert Provine is a pioneering yawn
researcher, and after a decade of scientific study, he's confirmed that
yawning is, indeed, contagious. Read about yawning, and you yawn. Think
about yawning and, before long, well, go ahead and let it out. Yawn and
the whole world yawns with you.

A window to the brain

nate males refrain from yawning in the presence of dominant
males, who yawn whenever they please. Yawning cats and dogs
often let out wide-open sighs, and they' ve been known to prompt
Provine to drop jowl. While he hasn't been able to reverse that
behavior to induce yawning in animals, it's not because he hasn' t
tried. He once visited the ape house at the National Zoo in
Washington and, when people weren't looking, tried to coax a
yawn from a cage full of gorillas. They responded without so
much as a scratch.
"The gOrillas didn't seem interested," Provine says with a
smile. "They'd probably seen it all before."

. "Almost anything associated with yawning," says yawn researcher Robert Provine "can trigger a yawn."
Provine,a psychology professor at the UniversityofMaryland's
Baltimore County campus in Catonsville, Maryland, conducts
research on the cutting edge of a subject that many find about as
exciting as a political debate. But the 45-year-old researcher, who
frankly enjoys a good yawn ("1 give it an 8 on a lO-pointFleasure
scale"), maintains that "yawning is probably the most common
and least understood human behavior." Sdentists are uncertain
whether it's primarily a respiratory, stretching, or communicaIITHINK HOW tions
behavior. There's debate over whether we yawn to increase
blood circulation to the brain or to prepare for sleep. And Evil spirits invade
EXTRAORDINARY IT IS physicians still can't explain why yawning accompanies a range But if the apes ignored him, Provine has turned a lot of heads
of diseases - from brain tumors to motion sickness - and why its in the world of neuroscience. He's demonstrated that people
THAT IF YOU SEE absence can indicate schizophrenia.
yawn most often in the hour before bedtime and the hour after
"A lot of people consider it trivial because it's so common- awakening, leading him to speculate that early man yawned to
SOMEONE YAWN YOU place," says Provine. "But think how extraordinary it is that if communicate before language, to prepare group members for
you see someone yawn you have an overwhelming desire to
or the start of the prehistOriC workday. His seminal studies
HAVE AN yawn. It's as if there's a yawn-detection mechanism in your brain sleep
in y~wn physiology have shattered the notion that yawning is esthat operates on an unconscious level. Studying yawning is like ~entJally a respiratory function. In an experiment with subjects
OVERWHElMING opening a window to the brain."
mstructed to clench their teeth just before yawning, Provine
Through his research that's anything but ho-hum, Provine found that 91 percent reported "getting stuck in mid-yawn and
DESIRE TO YAWN./I hopes to fling open the mouths of Americans to solve the yawn's feeling unsatisfied." Provine theorizes that for a true yawn to
riddles. In one study, he dispatched 75 students with little occur, the facial muscles must be stretched in a kind of isometric
notebooks to record their yawns and sleep schedules for a week exercise that increases blood flow to the brain.
in an effort to prove that people yawn more when they're tired.
"Yawning isn't really a deep breath. Jaw stretching is the key,"
- "ROBERT PROVINE (They do.) In another, he sat students in tiny cubicles to watch 30 explains Vrovine. "If you can't stretch your jaw along with the air
minutes of TV test patterns - the control group watched rock intake through the mouth, it's just not right." He describes the
videos - to determine once and for all whether people yawn yawn as a "stereotyped action pattern" - a rare human act that
because they're bored. (Eureka again.) To test two commonly triggers a specific, unstoppable behavior in others. Thus the
held views that people yawn to get an extra jolt of oxygen or difficulty in stifling a yawn - "a very unsatisfying business,"
purge themselves of carbon dioxide, Provine subjected students observes Provine.
to both gases, ordinary air and heavy exercise. (Both theories
Why then do we try so desperately to stifle our yawns? During
proved wrong.)
the Middle Ages, religious figures claimed that yawning al"A lot of common knOWledge about yawning isn't common lowed evil spirits to invade the body, hence the custom of
and is often wrong," observes Provine. "It's like walking. Most covering the mouth during a yawn to prevent such traffic. In
people think you just put one foot in front of the other and move. Western societies today, yawning is viewed as a rude expression
But when you start to get into the SUbject, you discover a lot of of boredom, although Provine claims the real message is unclear.
important physiological things at work. Until you study the If your blind date starts to yawn, says Provine, it may signify the
yawn, you'll never know how important it is."
person is tired or bored, nervous, or aroused.
Of course, humans aren't the only animals that yawn. Birds do
"~any people find that yawning helps them relax," says
it. Fish do it. Even elemental reptiles-and all manner of mammals Provme who notes how common it is to see yawning among
do it. Among in some species of monkeys, females and subordi- athletes waiting to start a race or public speakers about to deliver

a talk. "The great violinist ltzhak Perlman used to yawn repeatedly to release tension before giving a concert. It may function as
a kind of equalizer. Yawning may bring some people down and
bring other people up."
Provine warns that deciphering the message telegraphed by
an unstifled yawn can be a tricky business. Football coach Dan
Devine, while at the University of Missouri, used to boast that he
threw a player off his squad for yawning in practice. But the
episode only makes Provine frown. "Given our current state of
information, that response was premature," he says. "The yawn
could have meant a drowsy player was trying to remain alert or
someone highly aggressive was trying to calm down."
For Provine, yawning meant an escape from his more tedious
primary research into the development of fetal nervous systems.
Prompted both by curiosity and a desire to get his undergradua te
psychology students involved in practical research, he began his
yawn investigation "as a kind of hobby. I thought it would be
fun," he recalls. Instead, Provine found he'd suddenly become
the Rodney Dangerfield of the research community. When he
first announced his decision to dedicate himself to yawning, his
colleagues scoffed. "You've got to be kidding," one disdainfully
remarked. "At first I thought it was strange," admits daughter
Kimberly, now a 21-year-old psychology major w~o helps her
father run experiments. "I'd have friends over for the evening
and he'd come in and yawn to see how we'd react."

Creation of the robo-yawn
Undeterred, Provine launched his first formal lab studies in
1984 to probe the more humdrum aspects of yawning. To determine how often people yawn and how long their yawns last, he
cloistered students in sound-dampened rooms and asked them
to think about yawning for 30 minutes, pressing a button whenever they yawned. The results: the average yawn lasted 5.9 seconds, one occurring every 68 seconds. One student - either
incredibly bored or very nervous -logged 76 yawns, about one
every 24 seconds.
Since then, Provine has devoted himself to the more puzzling
aspects of yawning's contagiOUS effect on people. In one study,
Provine starred in two five-minute videotapes, one with him
yawning 30 times in a row and the other featuring 30 repeated
smiles. Of the 66 volunteers who watched the tapes, 55 percent
yawned while viewing the yawning tape compared to 21 percent
bombarded with smiles. In another, Provine discovered that
simply reading about yawning - the control group read a pas-

sage on hiccuping - could trigger yawns. Indeed, Provine believes that most readers of this article will have yawned - or at
least felt the urge to yawn - solely because of the words and
images printed here. The more sensitive readers may even feel an
urge to go to bed. (We suggest aVOiding heavy machinery for the
next few minutes.)
Provine currently is focusing on what it is about the yawning
human face that triggers another person's yawning reaction. His
researchers have developed a computer-generated yawn, actually little more than a luminous green cartoon face with a mouth
that opens in a clinically correct yawning motion. With a few
keystrokes, Provine can make the mouth simulate a mild, ovalshaped yawn or a full-blown, hit-the-sack circle, a leisurelypaced nine-second yawn or a loS-second quickie that "looks like
someone snapping at flies," he quips. Provine hopes his roboyawn will one day identify which part of the face triggers our
yawning response, but at the moment, the green screen inspires
more snickers than yawns. "It's not very human," concedes
Provine. "We' re still trying to work out the kinks."
Toward improving that computer yawn, Provine applied for
his first research grant (for an undisclosed amount) from the
National Science Foundation. "1 didn't want to apply for funding
until I had some evidence of what's really at stake," he says. "A
lot of people carry lifelong baggage about yawning." Provine
likely won't find out until next spring if he'll get the award, but
he's confident a bou t his chances. Already, his yawn research has
made him something of a minor scientific celebrity. The handful
of papers he's written on the yawn for scholarly journals have
prompted interviews from dozens of newspapers, magazines,
and talk show hosts from as far away as England and Australia.
At conventions of neuroscientists, even Provine's hardest-nosed
colleagues find yawning a hot topiC. .
"He's clearly the leader in human yawn research," says Arthur
Myrberg Jr., a marine science professor at the University of
Miami who's conducted studies into yawning fish. "Some people
may say that's an awfully stupid thing to do and a helluva waste
of time and money. But that's the opposite of what's going on.
This is an area of extreme importance in areas of sociology
among individuals. And Dr. Provine has taken it on his own to
start the ball rolling. He's broken new ground in a very short
time."
No longer the no-respect researcher who's provoked more
yawns than anyone outside of the Soviet Politburo, Provine
nowadays welcomes critics who claim his research is a big bore.
continued on next p.ge
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"When people say they can't understand why I'm interested in
this, I say, 'Wonderful.' I'm going to have a chance to tell them
why it's important.
"One day," Provine predicts, "people will say, 'Who would
have guessed it?'"
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For a man who gets excited about yawning, Robert Provine's
background is anything but dull. The son of a research chemist
and homemaker, Provine grew up in Tulsa, Okla., with a passion
for scientific investigations. He built telescd}>es as a youngster
and, at age 13, gave an off-the-cuff talk about Jupiter before the
city astronomy club when the keynote speaker failed to show. In
1971, he earned a doctorate in psychology from Washington
University, where he studied under Barry Commoner and then
worked as a research assistant for Nobel Prize-winning biologist
Rita Levi-Montalcini. In 1974, he began teaching at the University of Maryland, concentrating his research on such esoterica as
the neurological development of chickens and cockroaches. For
fun, he painted huge circular oils inspired by the neural tissue he
viewed under a microscope.
But about ten years ago, Provine became curious about yawning - "1 just thought it was a topic 1 knew little about but was a
common behavior" - and visited the campus library for some
basic research. Finding the bookshelves bare, he vowed to close
the yawning gap, "to separate the fact from the folklore of
yawning. I saw it as an opportunity to do something other people
have overlooked. Besides," he continues, "there's a whimsical
quality to yawn research."
At first Provine refused to seek federal research grants for fear
he'd subject himself to derision for studying "pop psychology"
or invite a Golden Fleece A ward from Capito] Hill watchdog
Senator William Proxmire. So he adopted a low profile for his
research, using undergraduates as his assistants, running his
experiments with cast-off computers and video equipment. His
one-room lab, which today might be mistaken for a misbegotten
storeroom, is strewn with gerry-rigged TV monitors, empty gas
tanks, and "Far Side" cartoons. The star of most of the yawningman videotapes is Provine himself, looking like someone you'd
see late at night in a bus station in a garish checked jacket and
boyish face in perpetual unstifled splendor. "This is a low budget
kind of work," Provine says apologetically.
Still, like any explorer of unchartered sdentific territory, Provine
has begun making a name for himself as the world's leading
yawn doctor. People write him with stories of how yawning
leads to migraine headaches, that stress medication makes them
unable to yawn, that yawning helps them unwind. Few begrudge Provine the universal attention his work has received
"He's taken a boring subject and made it interesting to people all
over the world," says Kenneth Fischer, a 20-year-Old research
assistant and UMBC junior. "It isn't pop psychology. It has
important research implications."
"Yawning certainly isn't AIDS or cancer research," adds University of Miami professor Arthur Myrberg Jr. "But it's a phenomenon that deserves study, and Dr. Provine is extending our
knowledge. He's a well-respected scientist and his research has
been impressive."
For his wife and two children, having a yawn doctor in the
house is like living an endless science experiment where
everyone's a guinea pig. "He'd give us a boring passage and get
very excited when we yawned," says wife Vivi, 45, who directs
a frail elderly nutrition program for Howard County, Maryland.
She's watched her husband sit with the family's gray tabby,
Sasha, trying unsuccessfully to provoke a yawn as he's assumed
the pOSition. "Friends rib me about his yawning work," she says.
"But I'll explain that it has a strong scientific basis. So much

research is very dry and boring. And actually, this is something
that catches your eye."
In the classroom, where he teaches two courses each week
("Sensation and Perception" and "Develop~ental Neuro~
cience"), Provine rarely takes offense at yawmng st~dents. '1
know it certainly couldn't be because of the quality ~f t~e
lecture," he winks. Believing that most classroom yawnm~ IS
simply the result of sleepy students, he ge,~s ril~ only at a nmsy,
demonstrative yawn that he describes ,as a soc],al gesture of the
.
hostile sort. It's telling me the student s bored:
And how would the good professor deal With an aggresSive
yawn?
"'1
"Mace," says Provine, with JUst the hmt of a sm~ e. .
Away from the lab, Provine seems to have httl~ time for
yawning A man of Renaissance interests, he plays J3zz saxophone w~ll enough to have once performed w~th Oliver Nelsox,"
He coaches the campus Tae Kwon Do club and m 1986 earned hIS
black belt in karate. And he continues to build telescopes for
scanning the stars in the backyard of his townho~e. ~ev~ral
years ago, he took up jogging and, at age 40, ran m hIS first
marathon (time: 3:46).
"
"Bob's not boring at all. He's sort of a man for all seasons, says
Vivi Provine. "He could have gone into art, music or.astrono~y.
He's always had the kind of mind that's intereste? m all tOPI~S.
It's one of the reasons he was able to look at yawnmg and see Its
basic scientific value. His perspective has always been very
broad."
ha b
b't
Naturally, any scientist drawn to the yawn must r .or a. 1
of the iconoclast. And research assistants who meet at hIS office
find the kind of chaos expected of an absent-minded professor.
Every flat surface is hidde~ by foot-high ~t~cks of old exams,
reports, and books. Prov~e s resorted t~ wntmg phone numbers
on the inside surface of his desk drawequst to keep them handy.
"It's disgusting," says Valerie ,Dyke, a. 22-~ear-old former researcher. "Sometimes I have to Sltup straight Just so I c~n see over
the clutter." Dyke, who's administered ya~ expen~ents for
two years, remembers meetings between P~ovme and h,;> ~taffers
that have erupted into choruses of bellowmg yawns. It shard
not to," she says. "If we're having a discus~ion on ~hat t~e ~test
subjects have been doing, we yawn. You Just can t help It.
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Still awake?
Unravelling the mysteries of ordinary impulses has become
Provine's quest, and he talks of one ?~y te~chi.ng a class dev~ted
to ignored behaviors: laughing, smiling, tlcklmg, and yawnmg.
With grant money, he hopes to upgrade his equipment, ~re a
full-time researcher, and produce a more perfect computenzed
yawn that's guaranteed to trig~er a ~awn in ~ny viewer. The
prospect no doubt is greeted WIth mIXed feelings by research
assistant Fischer, who spent last summer analyzing ~ideo~pes
of dozens of yawning subjects, diligently tracing the dimensIOns
of their mouths every one-fifth of a second. "It was a very, very
tedious eight hours a d~~," recalls. Fisc~er. "I ya~ed ~ lot.".
One day Provine enVISIons a nahonwlde expe~ment ~n whl.ch
someone on network TV yawns, sparking a cham react~on "':Ith
tens of millions of people stretching their jaws and mhalm.g
deeply. "We have ~nh~?ted a be~avi~; that allows Jor .thls
extraordinary couplmg, says Prov.m~. If you y~wn, It bnngs
about a change in your body and a snrular change.m anyone else
who sees you. So it could be an important unconscIOUS way of coordinating behavior." liProvine's theory' is correc~, he may have
just explained why politicians' speeches are so bormg. as anyone
out there still awake?)
Mlch_1 d. Wei •• is a freelance writer based in Washington D.C. - a city
where many yawns get their start.
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"G osts" 0 unspo en mores

"EI Grande de Coca-Cola"

Portland Stage Company's
current production of Henrik
Ibsen's "Ghosts" issuspidously
Victorian.
According to Lisa DiFranza,
associate director of the production, the company chose to
produce "Ghosts" because "it
is a great classic with issues
that remain relevant today."
As in the company's other
productions this season, there
is a magical moment as the
lights go down and the set is lit.
For this production of "Ghosts"
the stage was designed by
Michael Yeargan and the lighting done by Donald Holder.
Although the elements of the
set are there as the audience
finds their seats, the pieces
come to life as they
are lit. In "Ghosts"
the set is a simple
drawing room. A
dining room is off
to one comer, alcards, gifts and goodies
though through
3 moulton st. portland . me 04101
the actions of the
207 773-5181
players the audience knows the
dining room is in
another part of the
house, but the audience is privy to
what takes place
there. The backdrop is a large glass
window as one
would find in a
greenhouse, opening onto a hilly horizon with the or3 P.M. TO 10 P.M.
11 A.M. TO 3 P.M.
phanage in full
& SUN. 12-9 P.M.
view. The grayness
of Norway in win,..---- Featuring Our # 1 Seller - - - - ,
ter reminds us of
Portland; the rain
and the dawn are
elemental to the
(Choice of Salad or Pasta)
drawing room
SUndays. Mondays. Tuesdays. Wednesdays, Thursdays
drama.
Good Thru February
The play's characters include the
defiant Mrs. AlvOne Danforth Street, Portland • 772-0873
ing, played by
Megan Cole, who
dotes on her son
Osvald, played by
Peter Birkenhead.
The maid Regine is lustily portrayed (for the benefit of
Osvald) by Kitty Crooks and
much of the play's comic relief
comes in the form of Regine's
father Jakob Engstand, played
Donald Christopher. Pastor
!l Manders represents the estab~. lished mores of late 19th cen~ tury Norway and Mart Hulplays the prig to perfec~ swit
0 :'
tion.
If
The drama of the play - be0"
A Mexican ~estaurant
tween parent and child, hus~ band and wife, ghost and the
:i>'
Waterin~
Hole
","
living - takes place under
Open 4 p.m .• 7 days a week • Happy Hour Mon.-Fri.
W Manders' scrutiny and against
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a child's duty to his parents, a
wife'sdutytoherhusband,and
a man's duty to the church.
The drawing room is in Mrs.
Alving's home. Her husband
has died a decade earlier and in
his honor Mrs. Alving and
Pastor Manders have overseen
the construction of an orphanage, which looms outside the
drawing room from start to
finish. Mrs. Alving's son,
Osvald, has come from Paris
for the dedication of the orphanage.
As the play unfolds, Mrs.
Alvingrevealshertruemotives
for dedicating the orphanage
to her husband's memory, admitting that she spent the years
of her marriage covering up an

eruptions with no apparent
warning. The effect is unsettling.
Through the similarities in
behavior between Captain
Alving and Jakob Engstrand,
Ibsen leads the audience to pass
judgment on the characters in a
most upsetting way - even to a
contemporary audience. Both
the deceased Captain Alving
and the living Engstrand have
a propensity for drink and
sleeping around. The audience
accepts, with Pastor Manders'
coaxing, that Engstrand's moral
decrepitude is a function of his
class, while Captain Alving's
behavior was the result of some
unspeakable ailment. One class
deserves reproach, another
pity. The question
is raised as to
whether we continue to do this,
feeling compassion for some and
contempt for others, depending on
their social status.
This is only one
of the questions
tha t "Ghosts"
raises. Questions
haunted me for
days after seeing
the play. I found
myself questioning my attitudes
about the "unspoken" problems of
Ibsen's day, such
as mental illness,
alcoholism, domestic violence
and incest. And I
wondered if what
we now dare to
sayoutloudabout
these problems perhaps
too
loudly - is what
we truly believe
and feel inside?
DiFranza says
that "Ghosts" is
"not only about
what children
inherit from their
parents, but it is
also about what the modem
world has inherited from the
past." If Henrik Ibsen's
"Ghosts" continues to make
audiences uncomfortable, it is
because the Victorian mores of
yest.erday have become the unspoken mores oftoday.

unspeakable illness which afflicted her husband with a lust
for women and wine. As she
reveals the truth about her
husband to Pastor Manders and
Osvald, the other concealed
actions and feelings of the characters come out into the open.
Revelations are brought to light
until the truth becomes unbear- Ann Sitorner tries not to pay much
attention to the ghosts that haunt her
able.
mind.
The players articulate the
l
characters anger with vengeance. The frustration of not
doing and feeling as required
by duty comes across in tense
outbursts. Serenity and security is shattered in a violent

"I see it as a bigWamer Brothers cartoon with a lot of Mel
Brooks thrown in," says David
Perkins, the director of Mad
Horse Theatre's "EI Grande de
Coca-Cola."
Perkins, a copywriter and
account executive with the
Portland advertising agency
Creative Design and Marketing, co-directed last season's
romping comedy "You Can't
Get There From Here."
He admits that he prefers to
direct goofy comedies, and "El
Grande" won't make you question your values or stir up any
deep conversations. Nor does
it pretend it will. It is, as the
Diet Coke ads say, "just for the
fun of it."
The play takes place in a rundown Honduran night club
owned by Papa Pepe Hernandez. Papa Pepe got some money
from Coca-Cola - through his
uncle, the local Coca-Cola bottler - to put on a nightclub act
with stars from around the
world. The "international stars"
tum out to be his daughter,
step-daughter, cousin and
nephew - all with dubious talents. Theplay itself is the Cokesponsored show this extended
Honduran family has put together. (The show continues at
the Theater of Fantasy through
February 26.)
Watching "EI Grande" is like
watching asouth-of-the-border
version of the worst of ''The
Gong Show." Absurd ads for
the "sponsor" Coca-Cola appear between singing acts,
dancing acts, acrobatic acts and
more. Each act falls to pieces.
To say more about the stunts
and jokes and gags would spoil
the spoof.
Oh yeah. All of this goes on
in Spanish with some bits of
French, Italian and German. But
you don't need to know Spanish to figure out what's going
on. Daniel Noel, who plays
Miguel, says he saw the play in
New York and didn't even
remember it being in foreign
languages.
The fact that the play is in
Spanish makes it a novelty. If
the same play were in English,
it probably would not still be
being performed now, 15 years
after it was developed by the
British improv quintet of Ron
House, Alan Shearman, Dix
White, John Neville-Andrews
and Sally Willis.
For Kevin Shone, who has
the most lines, it was "like leaming two different scripts."
Shone, the Mad Horse Theatre
box office manager, is Papa
Pepe Hernandez. With his hair
slicked back, a frilly fronted
shirt and a bow tie wider than

his head, Papa Pepe is the unswerving emcee applauding
every act as "terrifico" or"magnifico." Shone has the"exciting
and nerve racking" role of adlibbing and interacting with the
audience in Spanish. To prepare for this role, Shone
searched television stations
looking for "less than perfect
emcees."
. The other four actors don't
say a whole lot, relying more
on physical humor and being
funny by acting like bad actors.
"What it really is is a piece of
foolish behavior," says Mad
Horse regular Donald Jellerson,
who plays Juan. To prepare for
this part, Jellerson watched
Marx Brothers movies.
Daniel Noel calls his character a cross between an "Ed Sullivan Show" regular, Sid Caesar and Pepe Le Pieu. He's
trying to throw in a touch of
John Travolta too. He prepared
to play Miguel by thinking of
all the bad cabaret he's seen
over the years in New York
and Los Angeles and then taking it one step further.
Terry Drew and Lew-Ann
Leen, wearing electric blue and
pink leotards, flimsy skirts and
floral froo froo around their
anns, are sisters Consuela and
Maria. Drew describes Consuela as "very professional, a
perfectionist." Leen says Maria
doesn't care about performing:
"She just wants to pick out a
few boyfriends."
For these actors, this show is
not one of in-depth character
development and emotional
catharsis. '1t's a silly show and
it gives us a chance to playa
lot," says Shone. "We get to go
nuts. We get to go crazy."
Since this cast of Honduran
actors has to be bad, Perkins
says he ended up telling the
talented cast, "Don't do that so
well." Perkins, who faithfully
sipped Diet Coke during rehearsals, encouraged the actors
to improvise, giving the playa
distinctly Mad Horse touch.
It's noteworthy that these
talented performers are willing to act utterly ridiculous for
a few hours so the audience can
laugh and have fun. These
days, the Spanish words we
hear are "Contras" and
"Sandinistas." It's fun to hear
Spanish and la.ugh. Because
audience members are dragged
up on stage now and then
during the performance - this
could be the 15 minutes of fame
that Andy Warhol promised
you.
Kelly Nelson has no Spanish equivalent for her first name so she was
Adele for four years of Spanish class.
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HEWINS TRAVEL
CON ' S V L TAN T S I N C

100 Commercial St.
772-7252
1-800-626-8600

Cr.rtta

400 So_ Borough Dr.
South Portland
774-3911
1-800-392-5150
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FEBRUARY
RED & WIHITI1rIE SAl IE .

10% OFF ALL NEW RED & WIllTE FLEECEWEAR BY:
AND

20% - 50% OFF ALL RED & WIllTE SECONDS :
OPTIONS • 36 DANFORTH STREET· PORTLAND, MAINE· 772-86f11
OPEN 9-'SP.M. MONDAYTHRUSATURDAY
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development, and positive
societal change. They meet
today at 4 p.m. in the Campus
Center Faculty Lounge.
What is happening in
Any
woman with a
Afghanistan? J. Bruce
bachelor's
degree is welAmstutz, former U.s.
charge d' affairs in Afghani- come to attend. For more
information, call 780-4383.
stan and the author of
"Afghanistan: The First
Five Years of Soviet Occupation," speaks at a World
Affairs Council lecture at 12
noon in the First Parish
Church Hall, 425 Congress
St., Portland. Admission is
"I want to report a mur$3 for the public, $1 for
der."
students.
'Where did this murder
The American Associatake place?"
tion of University Women
"San Fransisco."
(AAUW) is forming a new
"Who was murdered?"
branch on the USM-Port"I
was."
land campus. The associaPerhaps the best opening
tion promotes equity for
dialogue
to any murder
women, education and self-

ANN

SITOMER

mystery fills the first moments of the original
"D.O. A." The movie is
being shown tonight 7:30
p.m. on channel 24, followed by Fritz Lang's
classic "M" at 11 pm, in
which Peter Lorre plays a
psy.chotic child murderer
persecuted by both the law
and the underworld. Unfortunately, you'll have to
miss "M.A.S.H.," but you
can always go out and rent
"S.O.B." or "D.A.R.Y.L." or
"C.H.U.D." (Cannibalistic
Humanoid Underground
Dwellers) to finish off the
evening. Who needs to
leave the couch for excitement?
If you don't have a couch,
Ziggy Marley and the
Melody Makers are in town
for one show at the USM
Portland gymnasium at 8
p.m. Tickets are $15 and are
on sale at Ticketron, Teletron, the Civic Center Box
Office and the Record
Exchange.

The Third Annual Visual
Aid Art Auction, sponsored
by the AIDS Project, is
being held at the Old Port
Regency at 7 p .m . Through
the success of Visual Aid,
nearly $50,000 has been
dedicated to enhancing the
lives of people living with
AIDS. The art auction will
include hundreds of works
by Maine artists: paintings,
drawings, prints, ceramics,
sculpture and jewelry. The
artwork will be available
for previewing Friday and
Saturday at the hotel.
Admission to the auction is
$5.

Cedrone's
"Tooth Fairy"
is one of the
paintings to
be auctioned
to raise
money for

See
February 11 ...

from the Vermont Symphony and the Portland
Symphony orchestras, will
perform today at 11 a.m. at
the Portland Museum of
Art. The ensemble will
performs Franz Danzi's
"Quintet in D minor,"
Vincent Persichetti's "Pastoral," 'and August
Klughardt's "Quintett."
Tickets are $3 for museum
members, $5 for nonmembers and $1 for children. Ticket price includes
museum admission. Coffee,
juice and bagels will be
served.

Does Portland
need an historic
building ordinance?
See Wednesday...

Judge Frank M. Coffin,
U.s. Court of Appeals for
the First Circuit, will present a lecture "Judging in
the Constitutional
Workshop" as part of the
Contemporary Crisis in
American Constitutional
Law series at 8 p .m. in
Daggett Lounge, Wentworth Hall, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick.

A Valentine's menage a
trois. Three students of
Amsterdam's Sweelinck

The Block Ensemble, a
wind quintet whose members include principals

Lou Reed • Roy Orbison
Traveling Wilburys

$7.49 LP & Cassette
$13.99 CD

Dance Clubbers Have Two Choi
Play it safe ... Top 40, Disco, Oldies

OR-iP'
Live dangerously at ZOOTZ with
..dance music on the cutting edge ...
. . Acid House, Progressive, Industrial,
Rap, Belgian New Beat...
Experience the difference at ZOOlI

31 FOREST AVENUE. PORTLAND. 773-8187

Trus Que-Me

Vietnamese - French
Style Restaurant

fo

FEB. ]1·14
SAT· SUN MAT 3
SUN - TUE 6:30. 9
TENNESSEE WILLIAMS

See t)nge 28

THE GLASS

MENAGERIE
RECORDS • TAPES • CD'S

•

FEB. 8-12
....
WED - SAT 7. 9 ~
SAT -SUN MAT 1 ~~ '.

CANE TOADS:
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Conservatory got together
to perform a work composed for three guitars over
10 years ago. They are still
together as the Amsterdam
Guitar Trio and playing
pieces transcribed for the
guitar. Tonight the trio
performs at the The Center
for the Arts in Bath. Works
on the program include
"Petite Suite" by Claude
Debussy, "Commentare
sopra una lirica di F.G.
Lorca" by Aurelio Peruzzi,
"Symphony Classique
Opus 25" by Prokofiev,
"Almeria" by Isaac
Albeniz, Thai composer
Dnu Huntrakul's "Collections for Three Guitars,"
and Dutch composer Chiel
Meijering's "Two Men and
a Lady." Show time is 8
Later on in the afternoon, p.m. Tickets are $10 general
the Communl'ty 0 rc h es tr a admission. For more inforof the PSO will perform
mation, ca11442-8455.
Debussy's "Premiere Rhap- .The Cathedral Chamber
sody for Clarinet and
Smgers, a Portland based a
Orchestra," Mahler's "Song cappell~ g~oup, present a
of the Wayfarer"
Valentine s Day concert,
Tschaikovsky's '''Romeo
"Love ~n!?s Thro,!gh !he
and Juliet Overture," exCentunes. Sho;wtlme 15 8
cerpts from "Swan Lake," p.m. at St. Luke s Catheand selections from "My
dral, !4~ St~te St., Portland.
AdmiSSion IS $2.
Fair Lady." The performance is 2:30 p.m. in Luther
Bonney Auditorium on the
USM Portland campus.
Tickets are available at the
door, $5 for adults and $3
for students and seniors.

AT PRICES YOU SHOULD
HAVE BEEN PAYING
10 EXCHANGE ST•• LOWER LEVEL
OLD PORT

10% Senior Citizen Discount
Evenings Only
929 Con1.ress Street
Portlan ,ME 04102

207-772-3171
VISA • MASTERCARD

"Preservation as Public
Policy: Balancing Interests"
is the noon lecture series
being offered by Greater
Portland Landmarks,
which will continue dialogue on the question the
Portland City Council will
be considering this spring:
does Portland need an
ordinance to protect its
historic buildings and
neighborhoods? The first
lecture, "Preservation and
the Livable City," is being
given by William Collins,
former mayor of Norwalk,
Conn. and recognized
na tionally for his commitment to historic preservation and progressive zoning measures. Lectures will
be offered on the next three
Wednesdays: "Preservation
Ordinances: Fifty Years 0
Precedent" (Feb. 22), "Encouraging Neighborhood
Stability Through preservation" (Mar. I), "A Look at

GHOSTS
by Henrik Ibsen
translation by

Christopher Hampton
directed by Mel Marvin

"Contemporary Australian Art: Selections from the
Loti and Victor Smorgan
Collection" is currently at
the Portland Museum of
Art. The exhibit is opening
its U.S. tour in Portland
and it includes 37 largescale works done in the
1980s by emerging Australian artists including
Imants Tillers, Peter Booth
and Guiseppe Romeo. A
gallery talk on the exhibit
will be given by Mr. Romeo
today at 5:15
p.m. and tomorrow at
12:30 p.m.
Another,
perhaps '
bleaker,
view of
Australia
can be seen

------------, *******
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Beat the Winter Blues!

lMIATRf

COIf'AN,.

in the nutty musical revue

25A Fores< A.e. (oif 0:>ngress)

CIIl

Co'p,odtKed by
F.S. James of Nonhern New England
and Maine S.. iog> Bank

If life isn't bucolic
enough for you, this weekend Wesley McNair, who
writes poetry about northRock and roll legend Bo
ern
New England, will be
Diddley is in town for two
reading from his new book,
shows, 7 and 10 p.m. at
Raoul's, 865 Forest Avenue, "The Town of No," at the
Portland. Bo will be backed Maine Writers Center in
Brunswick. The reading
up by a local band,
begins
at 7:30 pm and will
which includes
be
followed
by a brief
members of the
discussion. For more inforRed Light Revue.
mation, call 729-6333.
Tickets are $10; call
ahead 773-6886.

is in town February 17.

FEB 2-26
THUR, FRI, SAT at 8; SUN at 7

II] 774-0465

The Crooked Stovepipe
Band plays at a monthly
contra dance at Chestnut
Street Methodist Church
behind City Hall in Portland. Tonight, there will be
a special attraction, a demonstration of Western
swing with ''The Rhinestones," led by Joel Eckhaus, who formerly played
with the Neverly Brothers.
The dancing begins at 8:30
p.m. and continues to midnight. Admission is $3.

of rock n' roll

~*srAGE**

"£QMPANL

first (1979) in the trilogy of
post-apocalyptic movies,
which also includes 'The
Road Warrior" (1981) and
"MCI,d Max: Beyond Thunderdome" (1985). "Mad
Max" helps explain the
enigma of Max's character,
without the blatant postnuclear war message of
"Mad Max: Beyond Thunderdome." Even if you
don't like bandits and car
chases, how could you miss
Mel Gibson in leather? The
movie begins at 7 p.m. at
the museum. Admission is
$3.50.

The daddy

£1 Grande
de
Coca-Cola

Jan. 31 - Feb. 19
'PORTLAND

~

Portland's Resources What Do We Preserve?"
(Mar. 8). All lectures will be
held at noon in the First
Parish Church Hall, 425
Congress St., Portland.
Each session will feature a
slide lecture, followed by
discussion and questions
from the audience. The
lectures are free and open
to the public.

Theater of Fantasy. 50 Danforth 51.
RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED

775-5657
VISA MasterCard Accepted
&

Order any two Dinner Specialifie,
from our new expanded menu and
the lower priced dinner is FREE
with this coupon. Mon.fri
from 5-7 p.m. thru Feb. 28.

I Not valid on Valenfine', Dal:: I
T

•

H

•
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PSYOIIC ASTROLOGER
Mrs. Claire

Let The Stars Be Your Guide
On Love, Marriage, Business, etc ...
Never-failing Help and Advice
IF YOU NEED
QUESTIONS ANSWERED
OR SOME PROBLEMS SOLVED ...
...CALLTODAY

*

HALF PRICE WITH AD

*

CRYSTAL READINGS

do.,A.

Horoscope Charts. Brighton Av(.

MOON

Call for appointment 871-7134

All readings prival£ and confidential

------------ *******

.425 Fore St. Portland • 871·0663
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F.b .....

Restaurant and Tavern
Fri and Sat Feb.lO-n
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SPECIALS
Every day of the week
Serving from 11-9 weekdays
11-10 FRI and SAT and 12-9 SUN

HAPPY HOUR

4-7 MON.-FRI
on the waterfront
in the Old Port

84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774·3550

If You WORK In This Neighborhoocl",

ur Neighborhood Tavern
• Level Pool Tables • Kitchen Open Until 10:30 pm
• 60 Varieties of Beer
• Mexican Food
• GIANT Parking Lot • Live Bands Fri., Sat. & Sun.
UPCOMING SHOWS
February 17 - Bo Diddley
February 18 " Nitelifes
February 23 - The Fools
February 24 - Savoy Truffle
February 25 - D.W. Gill with The Blue Flames
Every Sunday - Reggae Jam, 7pm-11 pm
Raoul's Roadside AHraction
Portland's "Miracle Mile" 865 Forest Ayenue

Entertainment Hotline 775·2494

THURSDAYS

_1I.tings _ t be rec.ived by 5 pm the Thursday prior to publication
Ann Sltomer. 187 Clark St ....t. Portland O4t02 775_.80t

...
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LUNCHEON

17

club

IL'-'ER
ROC~SHOES SCREEN
Origi.nal and
claSSIc Rock,

r' 9, 1989

Th. Accld.ntal Tourl.t In this
movie based on the novel by Anne
Tyler, William Hurt stars as an introverted travel writer who faces emotional difficulties following the death of
his son and a separation from his wife
(Kathleen Turner) . Geena Davis plays a
pet trainer who turns Hurt's life around.
The best scenes in the movie center
around the writer'S eccentric Baltimore
family headed by his sister, wonderfully
portrayed by Amy Wright.
Th. Accu •• d is a movie about gang
rape, based, in part, on the New Bedford rape case of a few years ago.
Jodie Foster plays the rape victim
Sarah Tobias, whose skirt was too
short and her tank top too revealing on
the night of the crime, Kelly McGillis
plays an attorney who believes, at first,
that Sarah was partly responsible for
the rape. Later, McGillis repents and
takes the onlookers to court for goading on a felony. _recommends, but with
the waming that the movie is about rape
and it holds back no punches.
B.ach •• Bette Midler and Barbara
Hershey play lifelong friends . Midler is
an aspiring star, Hershey a well-to-do
wasp. The movie has its moments
(about three of them and they're not too
memorable), but it is one of those
movies about a loved one slowly dying.
You get tired of crying for-a character
you couldn~ care less about.
Can. Toad.: An Unnatural HI.·
tory A natural history short feature
about Australia's failed attempt to rid
the country of grey back beetles by importing cane toads from Hawaii. The
movie is both factual and farcical . Also
on the program are three shorts by
Australian filmmaker Jane Campion:
'Peel,' 'A Girl's Own Story' and
'Passionless Moments:
Cou.ln. Ted Danson and Isabella
Rossellini are in this remake of a
French movie. Yes, it's in English.
Dang.roua Liaison. The movie
version of this story is based on
Christopher Hampton's play of an 18th
century French novel by Laclos.
According to our syndicated capsule
reviews, the movie is a 'detached soap
opera with a cold-blooded, cynical
heart." Precisely. Cynicism is what
makes 'Oangerous Liaisons' the
classic story of sex without love. Glenn
Close plays the calculating Marquise
and John Malkovich is Valmont, a
seducer and corruptor of Parisian
morals. Marquise and Val mont both
have a grudge against a man they seek
vengeance on by corrupting his virgin
bride. Michelle Pfeiffer plays a married
woman who alone tries to maintain the
morality of her class and distracts
Val mont from the seduction of the
virgin. This story of sexual intrigue is
the best of its kind. _recommends .. .
Dirty Rott.n Scoundr.l. Steve
Martin and Michael Caine star in this
comedy about a sophisticated British
con artist and his American sidekick. If
you find Steve Martin amusing or get a
kick out of men taking advantage of
unsuspecting women, you'll like this
one.
Th. Fly " If David Cronenberg's
remake of 'The Fly' got you wondering
whose beloved might be tuming into an
insect next, ponder no longer. This Qne
opens in time for Valentine's Day. How
nice!
Galilpoll Mel Gibson and Mark Lee star
in this movie about two young Australian men who meet at a track
competition, become friends and join
the Australian Army together during
World War 1. Directed by Peter Weir, it
is perhaps one of the most beautiful
movies about friendship ever filmed.
The movie loses nothing in a second,
third
or
fourth
viewing.

Gla•• M.nagerle This movie is good.
but not as great as might be expected
from the credits. Paul Newman, who
acted superbly in the screen versions
of Tennessee Williams' 'Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof' and 'Sweet Bird of Youth'
directs this one without the flair he has
for Williams as an actor. The cast
includes John Maklovich, Joanne
Woodward, Karen Allen and James
Naughton.
H.r Alibi Tom Selleck plays a mystery
writer who falls for a woman accused of
murder (Paulina Porizkova). The film is
entertaining for a while; the writer
romantisizes his life throughout the
movie, but this ploy gets old last. The
movie is directed by Bruce Beresford,
who directed 'Breaker Moran~ ' 'The
Getting of Wisdom' (both being shown
at the PMA for the Australian film
series) and 'Tender Mercies:
I. It Ea.y To B. Young? Part of
the Soviet film series at USM. Documentary produced by a Latvian film
studio presents through interviews a
compassionate but disturbing picture 01
alienated and disaffected Soviet youth.
The teenagers are remarkedly like
American teenagers, but he subtle
differences makes one think .
_recommends ...
KI •• of the Spld.r Woman Raul
Julia and William Hurt play two convicts
who share a cell, their fantasies and
their ideologies. Sonia Braga is
marvelous as the mysteriOUS woman
who drifts in and out at the lives and
minds of the two men. _recommends ...
This movie gets better with repeat
viewings.

•••
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What's Where
Maine Mall Cinema.
Maine Mall Road, S Portland
774-1022

(opens Feb 10)
12:45,3,5:15,7:30,9:45
The FI, II
(open. Fob 10)
1,3:10,5:15,7:25,9:35
H_Allbi
1,3,5,7,9
TlIr. . F.....lv_
1:15.3:20,5:25,7:30,9:35
. .aeIMs
1:30, 4, 7, 9:25
Working Girl
12:30,2:45,5:05,7:30,9:45

PARTY NIGHT
Ollv.r and Company The Walt Disney animated feature retells the story
of Dickens' 'Oliver Twis~" transplanting
the characters in New York. Oliver is a
cute orange kitten who is influenced by
a gang of streetwise dogs. Some of the
voices you'll hear include Billy Joel,
Dam DeLuise and Bette Midler.

rock.roll

,...,1.-

1, 3:15, 5:25, 7:35, 9:45
The N ...... Gun
(lhrough Fob 9)
1:15,3:10,5:05,7,9
The Accidental Towl.'
(lhrough Feb 9)
2, 4 :25. 7.9:30
OIlVM & Comp..-y
12

Nick.lodeon
rempkl ar<! Middle, Portland
772·9751
Dangerous Ualaona
(opens Feb 10)
1:15,3:35, 7:05, 9:35 (Frl·Sun)
4:20,7:05,9:35 (Man·Thu)

T.p.
(opens Feb 10)

1 :25, 3:25, 7:20, 9:15 (FrI·Sun)
4:30,7:20,9:15 (Mon·Thu)
Torch Song 'tHI.gl. .
1:20,3:45, 7:10,9:25 (F,I·Sun)
4:20, 7:10,9:25 (Mon·Thu)
Who's Harry Crumb?
1 :30,3:40,7:30 (FrI'SUn)
4:45,7:30 (Man·T"')
MI........... Burning
1 :10, 3:30, 7:05, 9:45 (Fri-Sun)
4:25,7:05,9:45 (Moo·Thu)
"alnMan
1,3:40,6:50,9:30 (Fri-Sunl
4:15, 6:50,9:30 (Mon·Thu)

k_.r.

-.

DIrty Ron.n

9:40 only

Rain Man Dustin Hoffman 's performance in this movie deserves the
Academy Award. Hoffman plays an
autistic adult, Raymond Babbitt, who
has inherited his father's estate. Tom
Cruise plays his brother who has just
discovered his brother'S existence and
ITas his eye on the inheritance .
Unfortunately, Cruise's performance is
Just good enough ; he is diminutive in
the presence of Hoffman. But what is
done is done, and _recommends you
see Hoffman 's great performance, but
be warned - that is all you are going to

see.
Tap Gregory Hines ("Cotton Club" and
'White Nights' ) is still dancing. If this
movie has a plo( too, all the better.

(lhrough Feb 9)
4:20,7:10,9:25
Ph,.I...... vi........
11hrough Feb 9)
4:40,7:05,9:15

The MovlH
10 Exchange, Ponland

772·9600
C .... T.adE An Unnatwal History
FeblH2
Wed-Sal .. 7, 9
Sal-50n mal all
The Gla. . Menage"e
Feb " ·14
Sat-8un mal at 3
Sun·Tue 816:30, 9

C'1Fr.eclom

MI•• I•• lppl BurnIng is based on tile
FBI investigation of the deaths of three
civil rights workers murdered in Mississippi in 1964. The movie is directed by
Alan Parker ("Midnight Express") and
stars Gene Hackman and Willem Dafoe.
.recommends, even though the movie
is no~ unfortunately, all it was hyped up
to be. The plot and suspense hinges on
the differences of character between
the two FBI investigators, Hackman, a
ex-Mississippi sheriff, and Dafoe, a
Northern liberal. Unfortunately, their
differences are made evident by
artificial means. The violence of the
racial tension is detached and not
intentionally so.

ob 15-19
Wed·Sa1a17
SaI·Sun all

Cinema City

W..lbrook Plaza
854·9116
Movies are not 6CheduJed at press time;
can ahead to con""" times

R"n_
7, 9~5, -.00 mal.aI 1, 3:15

-..- ...

DIrty ..." .............

7, Ii, weekend mal. all, 3

7:15, 9:15, weekand min. aI 1:15,3:15
MI ....sIppI _ n g
7,9:15, weekend mal. aI 1,3:15
II:vld_.
7,9

""'''C''

Who's

H...-, Cnm61'

7:15, 9:15, weekend mal. aI 1:15, 3:15
L_ . .' ..... TI_
weekend mats Bl1, 3

Ev.nlng Star
Tontine MalI,lJrunswick

729-5486
The Accuaed
7,9:10

0'

Bowdoin CoII.g.
KI •• th....._ Woman
Feb 12, 7:30 pm

KresgePro
Audnorlum
Broth_
_ _n
Feb 13. 7:30 pm
Kresge Auditorium

Fldello
Feb 15, 7:30 pm
Smith Audi10rlum

Ko' ........t ..

Feb 15, 3:30 and 8 pm
Kresge AuditOfium

Portland Mu••um of Art
and Burt Reynolds star in this new
crime flick. The movie is disappointing.
It seems as if someone had a great
idea for a movie, but no one wanted to
take the trouble to make " . Russell appears to have studied for her part by
watching Susan Dey on one episode of
'LA Law;' she delivers her lines as if
she had just read them once over. Burt
Reynolds isn't abominable, but he
doesn't do anything to save this flick.
.recommends that you don't bother
with this one; there is nothing worth
seeing in this one.

Australian Film FestlYaJ
aallipoll
Feb 9, 7pm
M.dMax
Feb 16. 7pm

USM

All movies are
free and open 10 lhe public
Scarecrow
Feb 9, 7 pm
10 Bailey Han, Gorham
t. It b., To . . Young?
Feb 12, 7pm
10 Bailey Han, Gorham

•••

folk.acoustic

Th .... Fugltlv•• Martin Short's latest
comedy has one great scene at least,
which is used for the trailer. Who
knows? Maybe the rest is just as funny.
Torehsong Trilogy Harvey Fierstein
wrote the screenplay based on his play .
The movie includes an all-star cast:
Anne Bancroft, Matthew Broderick,
Harvey Fierstein and Brian Kerwin.
T win. 11 looks as if Arnold
Scwarzenegger has met his match with
Danny DeVito. The pair discover they
are twins who were separated at birth .
The twins were the result of a genetic
experiment with Arnie getting all the
good qualities of strength , wisdom and
goodness and DeVito being an unwanted side effect. The plot centers on
the twins reunion and the search for
their mother. But who needs plot? The
comedy is so well choreographed - DeVito and Schwarzenegger gesture in
unison - that if the plot drags , just
seeing DeVito and Schwarzenegger in
the same picture is enough to make
even the most sour puss laugh . The
movie is directed Ivan Reitman who did
'Ghostbusters." .recommends, ..
Who'. Harry Crumb? Who cares?
John Candy goes incognito in this one.
If only he'd disappear completely.
Working Girl Mike Nichols' latest film
stars Melanie Griffith as a Staten Island
secretary who is taking pointers on
corporate success from Sigourney
Weaver. Harrison Ford plays the love
interest. Sigourney Weaver is fabulous
as Katherine Parker, yuppie executive
and the woman you love to hate - the
type who talks about relationships as
mergers and is brimming over with so
much false sincerity that when she
goes over a cliff skiing, we cheer.
Unfortunately, we are more thrilled by
Parker's demise than her secretary's
successes, which is what Ihe movie focuses on .

Arlo W.st Feb 9 at the Barnhouse Tavern, Rt. 35, N. Windham. 892-2221 .
Northea.t Wlnda Music from Ireland
and the sea Feb 10, 8 pm at The Center
for the Arts, 804 WashinQton, Bath. Tickets are $101$8. For more Information, call
442-8455.
Scott Ful.om Feb 10-11 at the
Barnhouse Tavern, Rt. 35, N, Windham,
892-2221.
Mare)' Downy Feb 10- 11 at The
Shawmut Inn, Kennebunkport, 967-3931 .
Rolf & Go performs sea shanties aboard
the Longfellow Cruise Lines Feb 12, t :303:30 pm. Tickets are $8,SO for adults, $6
for children. For reservations, call 7743578.
Dave Dodson Feb 15 at the Barnhouse
Tavern, RI. 35, N, Windham. 892-2221 .
Tim Coffin Feb 16 atthe Barnhouse Tavem, Rt. 35, N, Windham . 892-2221.
Zan. Micha.1 Raven Feb 17-t8 at the
Barnhouse Tavern, Rt. 35, N. Windham.
892-2221 .
Port & Starbird Feb 18 at The Shawmut
Inn, Kennebunkport. 967-3931.
Bill Stain. . Feb 18, 8 pm at the Center
for The Arts, 804 Washington, Bath. Tickets are $6 in advance, $8 at the door. To
reserve tickets, call 729-3185.

Gua and Gue.t. Feb 9 at Gena's, 13
Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
Clrel. Sky and Big Clock Feb 9 at the
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 7741441.
The S.ns. Feb 9-11 at Moose Alley, 46
Market, Portland. 774-5246.
Th. Trade Feb 9- t 1 at the Old Port
Tavern , 11 Moulton, Portland, 774-0444.
The. Talismen, Th. Voodoo Doll.
and Qu.st for Tuna Feb 10 at Geno's,
13 Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
Savoy Truffl. Feb 10 at the Marble Bar,
51 York, Portland, 773-5516.
Brok.n M.n Feb 10-11 at Raoul's, 865
Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
Come.. tone Feb' 10-11 at The Brunswick, West Grand Ave, Old Orchard
Beach. 934-4873.
Wild H.art. Feb t 1 at the Marble Bar, 51 j.zz
York, Portland. 773-5516,
Moua., UIt.rior Motive and Hot Prop- M.Ii •• a Hamilton Feb 10-11 at the
Blue Moon, 425 Fore, Portland. Music
.rty Feb 11 at Gena's, 13 Brown, Port7:30-t 1:30 pm. 871-0663.
land. 76t-2506.
Carol Feb t2-13 at the Old Port Tavern, Bill Street Feb 17-18 althe Blue Moon,
425 Fore, Portland. Music 7:30- t t :30 pm .
t 1 Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
871-0663.
Magazine Feb 14- t5at the Old Port Tavem, 1 t Moulton, Portland, 774-0444.
Thi.l. Thl. Feb 15 at the Tree Cafe, 45 shuwt.nes
Main. Stat. Mu.ic Th.at.,.. Third
Danforth, Portland. 774-1441
Annual B.nefit Conc." Feb 11-12
The L.gend Feb 15 at T-Birds, 126 N.
at Pickard Theater, Bowdoin College,
Boyd, Portland. 773-8040.
Brunswick. The program features a variPolsonwithT.I.a Feb 15, 7:30 pm at the
ety of popular songs from Broadway
Cumberland County Civic Center, Tickmusicals performed by many MSMTstars.
ets are $16.50 in advance , $17.SO the
Performances are Feb II , 8 pm and Feb
day of the show. For more information,
12,2 pm . Tickets may be reserved at 725call 775-3481 .
8769
Gigolo Ant. Feb 16 at the Tree Cafe, 45
Val.ntin.'s Ev. Pops Concert to
Danforth, Porlland. 774-1441.
benefit the restoration of Biddeford's City
The Johnny Lynch Incld.nt Feb 16Theater and the University of New
18 at the Old Port Tavem , tt Moulton,
England's Scholarship Fund Feb 13, 8
Portland. 774-0444.
pm at City Theater, Biddeford. The
Doubl. Talk Feb 16-18 at Moose Alley,
Community Orchestra of the Portland
46 Market, Portland. 774-5256.
Symphony will perform . Tickets are $12
Holy Bon•• Feb 17 at the Tree Cafe, 45
and are available at the box office MonDanforth , Portland. 774-1441.
Sat 12noon-6pm orby phone, 282-0849 ,
The Boyz Feb 17-18 at The Brunswick,
West Grand Ave, Old Orchard Beach. Gala Pop. NIght The Oratorio Chorale
with special guests Randy bean and
934-4873,
Friends perform music by Gershwin,
Bo Dlddl.y Feb 17 at Raoul's, 865 ForRogers & Hammerstein, Stephen Foster,
est, Portland, 773-6886.
Randall Thompson, madrigals and spiriThe Nlghtlif•• Feb 18 at Raoul's, 865
tuals Feb 18, 8 pm at the New Meadows
Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
Inn, West Bath. Tickets are $12.50 and
are available at McBean's Music, Brunswick and Home Port Designs, Bath.
r.b

8 To Th. Bar Feb 9 at T-Birds, 126 N.
Boyd, Portland. 773-8040.
The Charles Brown Band Feb tOot t
at the Dry Dock, 84 Commercial, Portland. 774-3550.

blues.
Treat H.r Right Feb 10 at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
Big Chl.f and the Contin.ntal. Feb
12 at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
The Rockln' Shoe. Feb 17-18 at the
Dry Dock, 54 Commercial , Portland. 7743550.

regg.e
Zlgg)' Marl.y & the M.lody Mak...
Feb 10 at the USM Portland gymnasium ,
Tickets are $15 and on sale now at all
Ticketron location s, the Record Exchange
and through Teletron 1-800-382-8080.
Rockln' Vibration Feb 11 at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
Regga. Jam Sundays, 7-1 t pm, at
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 7736886.
Regga. Dancing Tuesdays with D.J.
Tish at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.

d.ncing
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland. Thu, house
music and new music. Fri, progressive
dance mix, 18 & over. Sat, latest dance
music, 21 & over. Sun, request night;
Wed, new wave - all ages. 773-8187.
The Exchange Club, 33 Exchange,
Portland. Open Wed-Sun. Open until 3:30
am Fri-Sat. 773-0300.
Sock Hop hosted by the Portland Jaycees Feb 10, 9 pm-l am, at the Ramada
Inn, Congress St. , Portiand. Admission is
free. For people 21 and over.
Hawaiian Danc. hosted by the Portland Jaycees Feb 1 t, 9 pm- t am, at the
Ramada Inn, Congress, Portland. Admission is $5.

- College Students & Ladies
Admitted Free
• All Drinks 112 price
• Free Buffet from 10:30 p.m.

FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS

T.G.I.W.
''Thank God It's the Weekend!"
• D J plays Top 40 contemporary
hits starting at 10 p.m.
• Dancing until 3:00 a.m.
• People 17 or older welcome
after 1: 15 a.m.
• Free Buffet from Midnight on_".
• First 44 Ladies Admitted Free

All delicious buffets catered by Hu-Shang

29 Exchange Street
just below Hu-Shang Restaurant

773·1454

classic.1
Tenor Bruc. Fithian and pianist
Jan.t Reeves will present Schubert's
song cycle "Di.e Schone Mullerin" Feb 10,
8 pm at the Olon Arts Center Concert Hall,
Bates College, Lewiston. For more information , call 786-6330.
B.ethov.n String Quart.ts Opus 74
'The Harp ," Opus 18 #5, Opus 59 #2 will
be performed by the Portland String
Quartet Feb 10, 8 pm at Immanuel Baptist
Church, High St. , Portland. For ticket information , call 761 -1522.
Val.ntln. Pop. Feb 11 , 7 pm at Portland City Hall Auditorium. Works performed Include Tchaikovsky's ' Romeo
and Juliet," Gershwin's "Love is Sweeping the Country," selections from ' My Fair
Lady, " and other romantic pieces, Tickets
are $6-$17. For more information, call
773-8191.
Community Orehe.tra of the PSO
will perform Debussy'S ' Premiere Rhapsody lor Clarinet and Orchestra," Mahler's
"Song of the Wayfarer," Tschaikovsky's
'Romeo and Juliet Overture" and excerpts
from 'Swan Lake," and selections from
'My Fair Lady" Feb t2, 2:30 pm in Luther
Bonney Auditorium , USM Portland. Tickets are $5 and $3 at lhe door.
Block and Bagel. The Block Ensemble
performs Franz Danzi's 'Ouintet in d
minor,' Vincent Persichetti's ' Pastoral,'
and August Klughardt's 'Quintett" Feb
12, 1t am at the Portland Museum of Art.
Tickets are available at the door and are
$3 for museum members , $5 for nonmembers, and $1 for children under t 2.

'ORE •••

THEE TALISMEN
and The Voodoo Dolls
With

featuring Ex-prime movers (from Boston)
(from Boston)

QUEST FOR TUNA

HOUSE

on tour from
Washington, D:C. and Ulterior Motive
from Boston with Hot Property

HOSTS OPEN MIKE NIGHT

LctctK FOR: TANKI FLIP Feb, 25

rEI:) i{'l\'J: (1 I ai' ii j l' :ltll$ft11IiJ

Fab",ary 8 t 1889

USM Wind Ensemble, directed by John
Boden, Feb 12, 3 pm in Corthell Concert
Hall USM Gorham. Tickets are $3 for the
pubiic, $1 student and seniors. For more
Information. call 780-5555.
The Amsterdam Guitar Trio Feb 14,
8 pm at The Center for the Arts, 804
Washington, Bath. The trio will perform
"Petite Suite" by Debussy, "Commentare
sopra una lirica di F.G. Lorca" by Aurelio
Peruzzi, 'Symphony Classique Opus 2S"
by Prokofiev, "Almeria" by Isaac Albenlz,
Thai composer Dnu Huntrakul's "Collections for Three Guitars: and Chiel
Meijering's "Two Men and a Lady." Tickets are $101$8. For more information, call
442-8455.
Mezzo soprano Sofia Nyblom and
pianist .Jeffrey Gilliam perf.orm Swedish German, FrenchandAmencan songs
Feb 17, 7:30 pm in Kresg.e Auditorium .
Bowdoin College, BrunswIck. For more
information, call 725-3321.

[ l.

•
92 Exchange Street, Portland, ME 0410 I, Phone 77-LOCOS
Open 7 Days a Week.

OOKING
c
OR

EI Grande de Coca"Cola by Ron
House, John Neville-Andrews, Alan
Shearman, Diz White and Sally Willis presented by the Mad Horse Theatre Company through Feb 26 at the Theater of
Fantasy, 50 Danforth, Portland. Performances are Thu-Sun. TICkets are $10 on
ThuandSun, $12on Fri-Sat. For more information, call 775-5657.
Henrick Isben's ''Ghosts," translated
by Christopher Hampton, through Feb 19
at the Portland Performing Arts Center,
25A Forest, Portland. Performances are
Tue-Thu 7:30pm. Friat8pm,Satat5and
9 pm, Sun at 2 pm. Tickets $8-$19. For
ticket information, call Portland Stage
Company at 774-0465.
In the Mood A nostalgic look at the
Gofden Age of America presented by the
Maine Theater Ensemble Feb 10-11 at
the Thomas Inn and Playhouse. South
Casco. Dinner begins at 7 pm, the show
at 8:30 pm. Thecostofdnneranda show
is $27 per person. For reservations, call
655-3292.
Llle With Falher performed by the
Portland Players through Feb 12 at
Thaxter Theater, 420 Cottage Rd, S
Portland. Showtimes are Fri-Sat at 8 pm
Sun at 2:30
For ticket information,
call 799-733 .
Measure lor Measure Feb 9-11, 8 pm
and Feb 12, 2 pm in Gannett Theater.
Bates College. Lewiston. Admission is
$21$1. For reservations, cali 786-6161.
The Worst High School Play In The
Wortd by William Gleason Presented by
the South Portland High School Drama
Cub Feb 9-11. 16-18 at 7 pm with matinees on Feb 11 and 18 at 2 pm at the High
School. Reserved seats are $4, general
seating is $2. for more information, call
767-3266.
A Chekhov Evening The evening will
feature "On the Harmfulness of Tobacco"
and "The Boor," and scenes from "The
Cherry Orchard" to demonstrate
Chekhov's range of dramatic writing Feb
11 . 8 pm at Luther Bonney Auditorium.
USM Portland. Free and open to the
public. For more information, cali 780-

fm.

ROCKINVIBRATION
Restaurant and Industry
employee& show pay stub
for 112 price drink specials
and $1.00 drafts
Fried chicken on the hou...!

Musicians: Join ourrhythm section.
Bring your own instruments and plug
into our amps. Enjoy soulful munchies.

REGGAE!
THIS IS THIS
from Boston

DON'T GET MADeeeGET UPSET!

• • • • ••••
TIIERIDUGHTREVUE

~
featuring

GIGOLO ANTS

King Cadillac &
The Eldorado Horns

HOLY BONES

We'll be back at Raoul's in )une...Evel)'
Wednesday NighL Now booking Spring
and Summer Weddin~ and private parties.

PETER HARDENS (CA'llEL1

See us this month at

with the piv"nerts

wilhlp«i~fIl!S

MICKFLEmOOD (}IACI

COMING:----124· mrY IIA1lN (Jdle/IOII Airplane)
125· ARROW, Hoi! H.U H.d
US •GBEOOlIY ISAACS
('!;. -

Feb. 10"11 "Rosa's, Portsmouth, NH
Feb. 16, 17, 18 " River Grille, Augusta

February 10
Pierre Atwood Assoc. (Private)

February 11
Jackson Brook Inst. (Private)

CALL 883-2802

45 Danforth Street, Portland
/

(Band rehearsal space available also)
Ask aboul our new

videol

5480.
c-dlan Walll Collins performs Feb
9, 5:30-6:30 pm in the College Room on
the USM Portland campus. For more information, call 780-4090.
A Special Valenllne Two award winning puppet troupes will perform Feb 12.
2 and 4 pm at the Little Theater at the
Gardiner Area Hi9h Schoof. Figures of
Speech Theater will present the Classical
Greek myth "Cupid and Psyche" and ventriloquist Judy Buch will perform. Tickets
are $6 for adults, $3 for children. For more
information, call 582-2207.
Tilbury Town An original adaptation of
Maine poet Edward Arlington Robinson's
poetry Feb 16-Mar 5 at The Theater
Project, 14 School St.. Brunswick.
Showtime is Thu-Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 2
pm. TICkets are $8 on Fri-Sat, $6 on Thu
and Sun. For reservations. call 729-8584.
Son ola Well-Tempered LaMr Saturdays, 7:30 pm in Southworth Planetarium, USM Portland. Tickets are $3.50 for
adults, $2.50 for children under 12. For
more information, call 780-4249.
The Dark Side 01 The M_n A laser
light show to the music of Pink Floyd will
be shown at 8:30 pm on Saturday nights
in Southworth Planetarium, 96 Falmouth,
Portland. Admission is $3 for adults. $2
for seniors and children ages 7-16. For
more information, call 780-4249.

Fun in the Sun A fundraiser benefit
drawing and party for the Portland Symphony Orchestra Feb 9, 5:30-8:30 pm.
Tickets are $20 (only 250 will be sold).
First prize in the drawing is a 4-day weekend getaway for two to Bermuda. Second
prize is a weekend for two at Rockland's
Samoset Resort. Third pnze is a threemonth Regency Health Club membership. Tickets are available at the PSO
office. 30 Myrtle St., Portland. For more
information, call 773-6191 .·
Young P_ple'. Theater Benefit
Auction Feb 10, 6 pm at the AtrIum
Ballroom, Brunswick. Items to be auctioned include artwork by Dahlov Ipcar
and Ma~orie Moore, the use of a Corvette
for a weekend and a massage. Tickets
are $10 at the door or by calling 7259379.
Visual Aid A pair of art and service .
auctions to benefit the Aids Project and
people living with AIDS in Maine will take
place Feb to and 11 at the Old Port
Regency, 20 Milk, Portland. The first
auction will donate services and goods
donated by area businesses Feb 10, 8
pm. The second is an art auction Feb 11 .
7 p'm. Admission is $5 for each event. Art
WIll be available for previewing Friday and
SalUrdar in the hotel. For more information , cal 774-6877.
Valentine Sockhop to benefit the
Norma Lynn Peterson Fund Feb II, 8
~m-12 midnight, at the Holiday Inn By the
Bay, Por~and. Tickets for Ihe dance are
$5 and will be available at the door or by
calling 892-5231.
The American Radio Relay League
Maine Stata Convention is Feb 11.
10 am-4 pm, at the Sheraton Tara Hotel,
South Portland. Amateur radio operators,
and people interested in learning more
about this hobby, can obtain further information at 874-0700.

•
openlngu
Salazar Works of Salazar will be on display in the lobby of the Portland PerformIng Arts Center throughout performances
of "Ghosts." Reception for the artist will be
given Feb 9, 4-6 pm. The lobby WIll be
open to the public Feb 9 and 16,4-6 pm.
Emily Nelligan: Maine Drawings Feb
13-Mar 15 aIThe Photo Gallery. Portland
School of Art, 6j9 Congress. Public reception Feb 14, 5:30-7:30 pm. Hours:
Mon-Thu 8 am-9:30 pm, Fri 8 am-5 pm,
Sun 1 t am-4 pm. 775-3052.
Conlemporary Australian ArI: S ..
lectlons from the Loti and Victor
Smorgan Colleclion opens Feb 14 at
the Portland Museum 01 Art. The exhibition includes 37 large-scale works done
in the 1980s by emerging Australian artists including lmants Tillers and Peter
Booth. The exhibit continues through Apr
30.
Salections 01 Contemporary Arlin
All Media lrom Maine Coli_tiona
through Mar 5 at the Baxter Gallery,
Portland School of Art, 619 Congress,
Portland. Opening reception Feb 14. 5:307:30 pm. Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm
(Thu until 7 pm), Sun 11 am-4 pm. 7753052.

ar+undtown
Portland Muse..,. 01 Arl Seven Congress Square. Portland. Hours : Tue-Sa~
10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday evenings. 5-9. Current exhibits: Maine Vanes
An exhibition 01 25 weather vanes from
the collection of Ida and Kenneth Manko
of Wells (through Apr 2); Perspectives:
Works by contemporary Maine artists, an
exhibit of paintIngs by Mark Wethli
{through Mar 12). Contemporary AustralIan Art: SelectIons from the Loti and
Victor Smorgan Collection Feb t 4-Apr
30. 775-6148.
Dean Velentgas Gallery, 60 Hampshire, Portland. Paintings and works on
paper by Susan Osgood. xerography by
Patricia Duncan, and drawings and sculpture by Harriet Matthews and Fumio
Yoshimura are on exhibitthrough Feb 19.
Hours: Thu 5-9 pm. Sat-Sun 1-5 pm. and
by appointment. 772-,g042.
New Work by Paul Madrell, .Jaff
Kellar and Majorie M_re tnrough
Feb 28 at Barridoff Gallery, 26 Free,
Portland. Also at the gallery a selection of
19th and early 20th century art. Hours:
Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm, Sat 12-4 pm. 7725011 .
Over Porlland Black & White and InfraRed photographs by Uoyd Ferriss through
Feb at Green Mountain Coffee Roasters,
15 Temple, Portland.
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Our February join up special
is for you!
Two Great Months for $49
and it includes weight training
or cOlllputerized aerobics

or
use the $49 toward a
lllonthly dues progralll
Offer expires 2/28/89

MR"

BASKETBALL'S BOOK

Cousy on the Celtics
By virtue of his legendary to be a player," continues the off. A problem I see now is that
ball-handling wizardry and Cooz. "The rest of the kids on Jimmy Rodgers is a lot like K.c.
floor leadership, Bob Cousy the team are a good bunch. I'm not so sure Jimmy shouldn't
earned the honorary title of There are no bad-asses on the bring out Fitch's whip and es"Mr. Basketball" from the thou- Celtics. This is fortunate be- tablish a set of specific discisands of fans who saw him run cause one bad apple can cause plines. The Celtics lose most of
the devastating fast break a lot of dissension and force their games because they break
which revolutionalized basket- unnecessary trades."
down defensively. They have
ball during his 14 year5 with
Can the revered Green and to work hard on this overall
the Boston Celtics.
White suck their collective gut team defense because it is not
Well, "Mr. Basketball" will in one more time and limp something that corrects itself
be appearing at Booksmith in home with their 17th champi- overnight. The reins need to be
the Maine Mall Saturday, Feb. onship banner? COU5Y qUickly tightened. The team needs to
11, from 1:30-3:30 p.m. to sign points out "there are half a be reminded lhat they are slidcopies of his new book, "Cousy dozen teams this year that have ing the other way."
on the Celtic Mystique." This is the talent and poise to win it all.
Is it not too late for the Bosa golden opportunity for Port- The Celtics, with Bird, are one ton Celtics? Has their cocky
landers to meet an articulate of them. Cleveland is the odds- Green Mystique been irrevocaand thoughtful expert on pro- on favorite right now but I bly tarnished? Cousy breathes
fessional and college athletes. question their bench strength. some optimism. "I think that
While in college, Cousy led This is really the year of the the Bird Era can produce one
Holy Cross to the 1947 NCAA crap-shoot; it is no longer Bos- more championship. With Len
championship. As the magical ton or the Lakers as the clear Bias around, it would have been
point guard for the Celtics, he cut winner anymore."
a much easier assignment. God,
mastenninded world champiAnd just how different is the that hurt. To resurrect an aging
onships in 1957, 1958 and from feeling for a jock/coach-turn ed- franchise is nearly impossible
1960-63. Following his extraorthese days. Are we seeing a
dinary playing career, he
death of a dynasty? Possibly.
coached at Boston COllege for
With so many teams in the
six years, leading the underleague and the talent spread
manned but big-Hearted
so thinly, it becomes a HercuEagles into the Top20 and postlean task to dOminate the NBA
season appearances. He then
anymore. I was amazed that
coached the Cincinnati/Kanthe Lakers hung on to win
sas City Royals for four seatwo in a row; give them credit
sons, defeating the mighty
there."
Celtics the first time he reCousy is a realist who has
turned to Boston Garden.
developed a healthy view of
In recent years Cousy has
theCeltics' organization since
driven his way down the lane
he dribbled into Boston in
and established himself in the
1950. The common green
broadcast booth while coverthread that connects the greating all the Celtics' regular-seaness in bigger-than-life indison away games on TV. His
viduals such as Red Auerbach,
reputation as an incisive anaBill
Russell and Larry Bird is
Bob Cousyand Bob Ryan
lyst with striking candor holds
sewn together perfectly by
true while being interviewed
COU5Y in his new book. He is
as well as when commenting
rightfully proud of his accomon the Celtics.
broadcaster after a tough loss plishment. "I have written five
"The Celtics won't 105e again these days? "Well, I hate to see books, which I consider all to
at home this season after Bird the Celtics lose, but to be hon- be artistic successes. Early rereturns," Cousy asserts. "He est, this remorse usually lasts turns show that "Celtic Mysshould be back March 1, leav- for about 10 minutes," says tique" is doing well and I'm
ing27moregames,21 of which Cousy. "As a player, after a loss thrilled. My publisher felt the
they'll win."
I'd go out, have a beer with time was right to do a theme
Cousy does not waste any some teammates and feel lousy book on what makes the Bostime diagnOSing why the for not coming out with the W. ton Ceitic5 such a unique, winCeltics have gone puke·green As a coach, I'd go straight to ning and elite organization.
at times thi5 season. "As far as my hotel room, put my head in What's the first thing the averI'm concerned," he says, my hands, have a scotch and age American basketball fan
"Robert Parish is the only Celt pray for a better tomorrow."
thinks about when imagining
who has answered the call this
Cousy e5pou5es a theory that the Celtics? There are two
year. Ainge, McHale and DJ professional athletes often fol- things actually, and they go
have been disappointing, play- low the path ofleast resistance. hand in hand. Fans think about
ing with far less emotion. Their "Sure, when it becomes easier the parquet floor, and the bandiminishment of motivation is to tune a coach out, that's what ners hanging proudly from the
unfortunately clear. Theirnega- they'll do. K.c. Jones was so Boston Garden rafters."
tive habits are being reinforced successful early because he folgame after game."
lowed a strict diSCiplinarian in Mike Quinn recently deleated Bob
But, behold, a child shall lead Bill Fitch. In time the players Cousy in abehind-the-back book sign. them. "Reggie Lewis appears got lax and their intensity wore ing at Boston Garden.

170 U.S. Route I,
Falmouth, ME· 781-4502
'ONE TIME INITIATION
FEE

DRIVE·THE BARGAIN HOME
NO EFFORT DOWN
I will find that new,

used or leased car you are searching for.

I will do the looking.
I will do the nejJotiating.
But we will male. the deal.
It's a whole new concept in car buying.
.;;;:;;~~~~~~ It rids you of the time, the aggravation
.oJ!:
and it soves you money.

~~~§,.....z_ _

THE CAR CONNECTION
Call me. Tell me what you want.
I'll connect you to that perfect car.
NEW, USED, LEASING •

Buying Consultant. Perry Rumo, owner
13B Ocean Street, South Portland, ME 04106 • (207) 767-611 1

ThePlace~
425 Forest Avenue, Portland
Near Inter5tate 295

774-2091
"

• SUBS
• PASTA DINNERS
• FRIED DINNERS
• COLD DRINKS
• TAKE-OUT

February 9, 1989
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Once again we offer our

~oKre~___________

Fabulous February Special!

ON~

This year's purse is 14hxlOhx4h, with
wrap around webbing straps, a full length
zippered pocket, zipper closure and as
usual is made of srurdy 18 oz. canvas.

at the great price of

$1750

made extTa special with a

}J,I

usually $7
in these classic color combinarions
Lt. Blue wlbeige
Beige w/ navy
Med. Brown wlbeige
Taupe wlbeige

A lovely treat for yourself and a thoughtful
gift for Mother's Day, a Birthday, your Ho.stess ...,
Maybe even ·t uck a few away for next Chnstmas.
Name _ __

•

Address _ __

_ _ _ _ Expiration _ _ _ _ _ Signature _ __ __ _ _ _ __

Visa or MC #
Color
-

-

--i
-t.

-

Price

·Monogram

I

I
I

r--

'Mary L. Doe list as
MLD please underline
letter of last name.
Monogram will appear
Allow 4 weeks for

Jt.,D~

..
Subtotal
ME Resident 5% Sales Tax
Shipping
Total
_.

r2.50

f-el){Uarv 1989.

wn~FAT
CLUE #1

CLUE #2
A suitcase is a handy thing
when you skip town, or have a fling.
. So skip along the wharf of stones
to a cache of bags with natty tones.
V "1-

--'

J-'.•

We hal'e the plumpest pillows and
thickesl comforters that you can
fllld in this country. And we make
them ribht here in Yarmouth.
They'rc all fillcd wilh high grade
b1c~ds of goose or duck down, and
it's up to you to pick thc
combination that will fill your
nights with the softest sleep
imabinablc. You won't find this
kind of fat in a department storeand we're proud of it!

m

laying ...R & B, Motown,
. . . Sixties Classics, Swing and
Miscellaneous Musical Jewels.
Now booking ror
weddings, special events,
company and private parties.

no

", CuddledowtU
FACTORY STORE

Call: 774-4349
or 767·0873

107 Main St.
~cxt to

Yarmouth, ME
North Yarmouth Academy

846-3695
r/msl: ask for our catalogue
f': ,

1 _,

Michael Porter and John Santoro Book Arts George Benington Will discuss the history and art 01 book deSign, as
Life size modern sculpture 01 human
well as the book as an art form . Included
forms. three-dimensional intEOOrpretatlons
will be slides of his own work and etchings
of social issues, and pen and Inks capturby Thomas Cornell. The program is being
ing realistic and imaginative Maine scenes
given Feb 10, 7:30 pm at the Maine WritFeb 8-Mar 1 at The Artisans, 334 Forest
ers Center, 19D Mason St., BrunSWick.
Ave, Portland. Hours: Mon- Fri 9 am-6
Presented by the Union of Maine Visual
pm Sat 9 am-3 pm . 772-5522.
Artists, the evening.is free and open to the
The Island Anatomy Series An expublic. For more Information, call 729hibit of new pastels and drawings by
6333 .
Maine artist Patt Franklin at the Congress
Square Gallery, 594 Congress, Portland. Textual Pe..uasion: Art and In·
strumentality A slide lecture given In
The show continues through Feb 18. 774conjunction with the exhibit "The Avant3369.
,
Garde and the Text- Feb 12,3 pm In the
Hitchcock Art Deale.. 602 Congress,
Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin College,
Portland. Works by Paul Plante through
Brunswick. For more information, call 725Mar 2. Hours: Thu 5:30-9 pm and by
3271.
appointment. 774-8919.
Stein Glass Gallery 20 Milk, Portland. John Sloan: Art and illustration. A
gallery talk given by James Satterthwaite
New work by Neal Drobnis, Lisa Schwarz
Feb 15 at 1 pm, Feb 19 at 3 pm at the
and Kurt Swanson through Feb 28. 772Bowdoin College Museum of Art, Brun9072.
.
swick. For more information, call 725Natasha Mayers Los Desaperacldos,
paintings 01 the disappeared ~Ivilians of
3275.
. h
Nicaragua by Mayers, who IS Justreturn- Contemporary Australian Art IS t e
subject of a gallery talk Feb 16, 5:15 pm
ing from EI Salvador at The Tropical Art
and Feb 17 at 12:30 pm at the Portland
Store, 612Congress, Portland. 761-0611.
Museum of Art, Seven Congress Square.
Paintings by Carol Foster through
The talk is free with museum admiSSion.
Mar 5 at The West Side Restaurant, 58
For more information call 775-6148.
Pine Portland. 773-8226.
Gall~ry 127 127 Middle, Portland. Group Dealing Art in Main. is the topic of a
panel discussion being .given by the Unshow featuring John Hulberg, John Swal).
Ion of Maine Visual Arllsts Feb 17, 7:30
John Dehlinger, C. Michael LeWIS, MIpm at the Maine Writers C~nter, 19D
chael Waterman, Nick Snow, Graydon
Mason St. , Brunswick. Paljellst Include
Mayer and Gary Haven Smith through
Aose Marie Frick of the Fnck Gallery In
Feb. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-6 pm, Sat 10
Belfast, Anne Weber of the Anne Weber
am-5 pm. 773-3317.
Gallery in Georgetown, Dean Velentgas
Maine Potters Market 376 Fore St.,
of the Dean Velentgas Gallery In PortPortland. Hearts and Flowers, a special
land Jim Kineally of the Caldback Gallery
Valentine Exhibit through Feb 14. Hours:
in Rockland, Katherine Begg of Gallery
Daily 10 am-6 pm. 774-1633.
.
127 in Portland and Lynne Howett of
New Art Forms Ceramics and works In
Hobe Sound Gaileries North in Portland.
fiber and metal at Nancy Margolis GalFree and open to the public. For more Inlery 367 Fore Portland. 775-3822.
formation , call 729-6333.
Bay;'iew Galiery 75 Market, Portland.
Wood Engravings and Linocuts by Carroll Thayer Berry and Midcoast watercolors and prints by Camden artist Carol
Sebord through Feb 11 . Hours: Tue-Sat
9:30 am-5:3O pm. 773-3007.

schools.libraries

Near a corner named for Milk
you~ll find drinks of a different ilk.
And if you chance to see The Dragon,
change your ways or you'll be draggin'
and longing for the land of silk.

Factory/Showroom

9 Circus Time Road, South Portland 04106
(aaoss from UPS) (207) 7754312
Open Sunday Noon to 4

Feb. 12· CREA's Bridal Show
at Yokens • Portsmouth
FULL SIZE

LUXURYENTERTA~NT

PRESCRIPTION LENSES

OFF~

WALL WALL

.

FREE MONOGRAM
Navy w: beige
Navy wi red
Bottle Green w/ navy
Lt. Grey w/ n.tural

21

Bowdoin College Museum of Art
Brunswick: Komar & Melamld through
Mar 12: The Avant-Garde and the Text
through Mar 5; Liberta, Egallta, Fraternite : French Prints at the Time of the
Revolution Feb 14-Mar 26. (Hours : TueFri 10am-4 pm , Sat 10 am-5 pm and Sun
2-5 pm. 725-3275.) Visual Arts Center:
"Facing South: Images and Issues from
Latin America· photographs by Jim
Daniels Feb 3-16.
University of Southern Maine Boston artist Nick Lawrence displays hiS
paintings at the AREA Gallery, USM What Is Happening inAfgh,!nistan?
Portland Campus Center through Feb 25
World Affairs CounCil lecture given by J.
(Hours: Mon-Fri 8 am- 10 pm, Sat-Sun 12Bruce Amstutz, former U.S. charge
5 pm . 780-4090.) Visited and Remem- d'affairs
in Afghanistan , Feb 9, 12 noon,
bered: Environmental Installation Sculpat the First parish Church Hall, 425 Contures by Edward Mayor at the Art Gallery
gress, Portland . Admission is $3 for the
on the Gorham campus through Feb 16.
public, $1 for students. For more Informa(Hours : Sun-Thu 12 noon-4 pm 780tion , call 780-4551 .
5009 .)
The Problem of Modernity In Calli·
Painting by Robin McCarthy and
machus and Paul Ceylan Lecture
Sandra Quinn A show of abstract landbeing given Feb 9, 7:30 pm in Wentworth
scapes and still life works will be on disHall, Bowdoin College, BrunSWick. For
play through Feb 23 at the Portland Public
more information, call 725-3151.
Library, MonumentSquare, Portland. For Natasha Maye.. will speak on her remore Information, call 773-4761.
cent trip to EI Salvador Feb 9,7-9 pm at
Olin Arts Center Bates College.. LewisThe Tropical Art Store, 612 Congress,
ton. Fine Arts Faculty: New ViSions An
Portland. For more information, call 761 exhibition 01 paintings, frescoes and ce0611.
ramics by artists Robert Feintuch, Paul American Association of Unlve..
Heroux, Donald Lent and Joseph NICOslty Women (MUW) is forming a new
letti. Opening reception Feb 7, 7-9 pm :
branch on the USM-Portland campus.
Recent Work : Mozambique and Beyond,
The association promotes equity for
an exhibition 01 pastels and watercolors
women education self-development and
by Bulgarian artist Stefan Kantardilev.
positive' social change. Their meeting is
Opening reception Feb 7, 7-9 pm . 786Feb 9, 4 pm at the USM Campus Center
6158.
Faculty Lounge . For more Information,
Contemporary Sculpture by Micall 780-4383.
chael Porter through Feb 18 at Tho- Jonathan Edwards and Evangeli·
mas Memorial Library, Cape Elizabeth.
cal Piety Lecture given as part .of the
799-1720.
"Explorations in New England Splntuality" series being offered by The General
out.f town
Theological Center 01 Maine Feb 9, 7:30
Winter Jurled Exhibition through Feb
pm at the State Street Church, 159 State,
28 at the Chocolate Church Gallery,
Portland. Cost is $5 . For more informaCenter for The Arts, 402 Washington,
tion, call 847-2214.
Bath . Opening reception Feb 10, 5-7 pm . Judging in the Constitutional Work·
442-8455.
shop A lecture in the ·Contemporary
Russian Children's Friendship Art
Crisis in American Constitutional Law"
Exhibit contains artwork by children of
series Feb 13, 8 pm in Daggett Lounge,
Archangel, Russia (Greater Portland's
Wentworth hall, Bowdoin College, Brunsister city). The exhibit continues through
swick. For more information, call 725Feb 10 at Freeport's Morse St. School.
3151.
'11 •
Feb 11-17 the exhibit can be seen In Novelist
Elizabeth Cooke WI give a
Freeport City Hall.
bi-weekly workshop for writers called
Marga .. t Mayer and David Ma"Writers in Progress: at the Waynflete
honey exhibit artwork of natural landSchool on Feb 13 and 27, Mar 13 and 27,
scapes during the month of February at
6-9 pm. The workshop is sponsored by
the Maine Audubon SOCiety, 118 U.S. At.
the Maine Writers and Publishers Alli1, Falmouth. Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-5 pm.
ance. $70 for members, $80 for non781-2330.
members. For more information, call
Tap_tries by Mary Lane of Brewer and
Harriet Mosher at 729-6333.
lino cuts by Holly Berry of Waldoboro are
on display through Mar 31 at the Attorney
General's Office gallery Space, on the
sixth floor of the State Office Building in
Augusta. For more information, call 2892724.
.
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When you purchase
any frame at Maine
Professional
Opticians,
Hurry! Offer
ends Feb, 28, 1989
orfer nOlapplicable to progessive
lenses or prior orders. No other

TIMELESS ART

Carlson & Turner's calendar

discounts appJy.

MAINE
PROFESSIONAL
OPTICIANS

980 Forest Avenue
Portland, ME
797-9165

102 Exchange Street
Portland, ME
775-1819

------------------------Puppy'
Love
sterling silver earrings
by

Lynn
Brunelle

DeWitt Hardy's watercolor from carlson & Turner's 1989 calendar.

abacus
haIXhafiers gallery

A beautiful little watercolor color separations for the print- produce an often unique "work
44 Exchange Street,
by Maine artist DeWitt Hardy ing. Usually printers use blue, of art."
Portland, ME 04-101 • 772-4880
arrived in the homes of about yellow, magenta and black, but
I worked in my first print
900 people just before Christ- this piece had a fifth color, burnt shop at the Ellsworth Amerimas. The painting was com- sienna. Because the painting can in 1976. There were still
missioned by used-book dealer has some bright whites, de- trays and trays of type which
David Turner for the annual Signer Bruce Kennett suggested were set by hand for fliers and
Carlson & Turner calendar.
printing the background area announcements. Then there
This is the third year in a row tan - well, burnt sienna, actu- were Linotype machines which
Turner commissioned work for ally - so that the white shows poured hot lead into the mold
his calendar. For the prior nine through but the calendar ap- for each letter and set them up
years he lifted an old woodcut pears to be tan.
in rows for the newspaper. And
or engraving from one of his
Next, the painting separa- the American had just acquired
60,000 books. The calendars are tions were run through the
its first phototypesetting maone sheet, about eight by 14 press, once for each of the five chine,a Compugraphic, which
inches, with the illustration at colors. But the colors were a we were painfully learning to
the top, the name of the store, little pale compared to theorigiThe
control. Gradually all newspathe year and each month laid nal. So printer Tommy Ange
Golden
pers moved out of Linotype into
out, and credits for design and ran them all through again. This photographic typesetting.
Unicorn
printing at the bottom.
time they came out intense and
Although this could be seen
"Sometimes I get a call that clear like the original painting. as killing off the letterpress
10 Exchange St.
says 1 still have your 1978 calAccording to Turner, "the shops, it seems in fact to have
Portland
endar and all the ones in be- flowers on the fabric were not let this work return to its positween,'" said Turner. "It's sort clear enough, so Tommy hand- tion of a unique and cherished
772-5119
of a gas for me that this tiny etched each flower a little bit art, one with a future that has
store in Maine is sending calen- deeper so it would hold more not been replaced by technolHours: Mon-Sat 10-9
dars all over the country with a ink, and in the final print, there ogy.
Sun 12-5
drawing by Ben Shahn (987), is clear contrast between the
With the Hardy painting,
Edward Gorey (1988) or DeWitt flowers and the background." Turner has used full-color on
Hardy (989). I've been correEach letter and number on his calendar for the first time.
sponding with Maurice Sendak the calendar was picked up and "The screens have 300 dots to
(illustrator) and Robert Crumb put in place by hand. The pa- the inch," he said, "so that even
(cartoonist) for next year. It's per was then pressed against with a magnifying glass you
terrific that these famous art- the metal type in a printing can barely see the dots." (If you
ists are interested in doing the process called "letterpress." Al- look at this newspaper with a
work.
though it would have been glass, you'll be able to distin"Illustrators don't receive pOSSible to have printed all guish the dots which make up
exorbitant prices for their origi- 1,000 sheets this way on this the black and gray parts of the
nal drawings. I couldn't afford particular calendar, that hand- photograph.) "When they were
to buy a painting by Alan Bray pulled letterpress print was matching the colors, the printer
for a couple of thousand dol- then photographed and an off- tried to make the flesh tones
lars to use for this calendar. A set plate was made.
accurate because we didn't
lot of the printing and designNowadays most type is set want blue people, but actually
ing is also done in trade or at by photographic composition most of the colors came out
cost because it is good adver- machines, more and more of almost the same as the original. ATEUER FRAMING
tising for the designers and which are using lasers as their DeWitt was happy with the
printers working on the calen- light source. Hand-set type, print and the effect is like an • Antique Maps & Prints
• Custom Framing
dar and it's a good portfolio such as that used in Turner'S original watercolor.
piece for them, too."
Specializing in
calendar, has become an art
"It's still great to think about • Conservation
Framing
DeWitt Hardy created an fonn. People working in this these all over the country_"
original watercolor painting in field are using their imagina82 Middle Street
the dimensions Turner gave tion, design skills, craft train- Sherry Miller has a calendar, but Portland· 774.2088
she sends birthday cards late on prinhim. The next step was to make ing and artistic sensibility to Ciple.

d. ~~Ie
jewelers

Framed
Antique Valentines
• Nice Selection

,

OU PICKED IT!

+

•
•
cream
newspapers • magazInes
• Ice
•
coffee. donuts. beer .Wlne
sandwiches. snacks

•

OPEN TILL
1 AMFRI & SAT
Mon-Thur 6:30 am-ll:30 pm
Fri-Sat 6:30 am-l:00 am
Sun 10:00 am-7 :00 pm
IN THE THOMAS BLOCK
ON THE WATERFRONT

•

LIBERATE·
'DUR
T.V.
!
* .THE-REVOLUTIONARY'S·GUIDE·TO·UHF-IV: *
'~'!~~~HE

ULTRA HtGH FREQu(NCI[1

SWIR.LlrlCa Tl\ROUCCH THE AIR Atlil LI8tRATE
INTOt,IOUR LIVINCCROOM FoR
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Chine •• CI_. for beginners and those
interested in travelling to China. offered
by the American Chinese Friendsh ip
Association of Maine. The 100week proIlram begins Feb 14. 7 pm. For more
Information. contact Marion Lee at 7819953 or Arthur Clark at 799-1691.
PubllcJPrlv.t. P.rtne...hlps: L_·
.ons from the BrllzlII.n Defens.
Indu.try A lecture by Patrice Franko
Jones. assistant professor of economics
at Colby. Feb 14. 7:30 pm in Daggett
Lounge. Wentworth Hall. Bowdoin College. Brunswick. For more information.
call 725-3151 .
World Aft.l ... Council Reception Feb
14.6 pm at the Marriott Hotel. S. Portland.
Poland's ambassador to the United
States. Jan Kinast. will give an informal
talk on the latest developments in his
country at the reception. Admission is
$10 for the public. For more information.
call 780-4551.
An Explorlltlon of R.mlnl.c.nc.
.nd Lif. Review is the topic of a noon
luncheon program being offered for seniors Feb 15 at the Jewish Community
Center. 57 Ashmont. Portland. A $2
donation for the luncheon is requested.
To pre-register. call 772-1959.
R. . . . . . .lng Sovl.t Clnem. In th.
Er. of GI•• tno.t Lecture presented
by Vida Johnson Feb 15,4:30 pm in 510
Luther Bonney Hall. USM Portland. Free
and open to the public. For more information. call 780-4440.
Ero.lon and Sa. L.vel RI. .: Why
Your Favorite P.nnl.ul. M.y
Become Your F.vorlt. 1.I.nd A
talk given as part of Bowdoin ColleQe Environmental Studies Program's senes on
the Gulf of Maine Feb 16. 7:30 pm in
Beam Classroom. Visual Arts Center.
Bowdoin College. Brunswick. For more
information. call 725-3629.
SImIIi Fur B ........ of M.ln. Fisheries and wildlife biologist Alan Hutchinson
will talk about the status of wild animals in
Maine Feb 16. 7:30 pm at the LL. Bean
Casco SI. Conference Center. located off
Rt. 1. Freeport. Free and open to the
public.
Polltlc •• nd Splrltu.llty Margo Adair.
author of "Working Inside Out Tools for
Change; will speak at the first fundraiser
for the Fourth American Bioregional Congress to be held in Winthrop in Aug of
1990. Ms. Adair will speak Feb 16. 7:30
pm at the Maine Writers Center. 190
Mason. Brunswick. For more information.
call 729-5083.
Current Sovl.t Agrlculturlll Poiicl••• nd PerfoftNlnc•• In • World
P.rspectlv. A lecture presented by
Robert B. Koopman Feb 16. 3:30 pm in
the Moot Court Room. USM Portland Law
School. Free and open to the public. For
more information. call 780-4440.
American Indl.n R.llglon Lecture
given as part of the "Explorations in New
England Spirituality" series being offered
by The General Theological Center of
Maine Feb 16. 7:30 pm at the Slate Street
Church. 159 State. Portland. Cost is $5.
For more information. call 847-2214.
Writing Eftectlve P ..... R.I. . . . .
Maine Writers and publishers Alliance is
offering the one-day workshop Feb 18. 11
am-3 pm at the Maine Writers' Center.
190 Mason Stree~ Portland. Cost is $20
for members. $25 for non-members. For
more information. call 729-6333.
W ••I.y McN.lr will read from his new
bookof poetry. 'The Town of No.' Feb 18.
7:30 pm at the Maine Writers Center.
Brunswick. Free and open to the public.
For more information. call 729-6333.
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FOR ADDITIONAL TROOPS $ GROUND SUPPORT

CALL 24-W-A-R AT 761-2.1.42

PICK UP YOUR IF R[

~

UHF ANTENNA AT

CUMBtRl~ND lLECTRONICS
YOUR ALTERNATIVE RECORD $ VIDEO 5T ORE

WESTGATE SHOPPING tENTER,l3ltt CONGRESS ,PORTLAND. 761-2.72~. OPEN 7-9 M-F,9-9SAT,10:3O-8 SUN.

Thank you for voting us as having the
BEST BURGER for the third year in a row.

+-

a.BUTTONS

C.IIANNtL
SElEC:TOI\.
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C••co B.y W_kly
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The C ••co B.y Gr•• n. will hold their
next meeting on Feb 12. 7 pm at 535
Ocean Ave. Portland. New members are
welcome. Call Ron Feintech at 772-5581
for details.
....... rv.tlon .nd the Ltv.bl. City
The first in Greater Portland Landmarks'
lecture series "Preservation as Public
Policy' given by William Collins. recognized nationally for his commitment to
historic preservation and progressive
zoning measures. Feb 15. 12 noon at the
First Parish Church. 425 Congress. Portland. Each session will feature a slide
lecture. followed by discussion and questions from the audience. Free and open to
the publiC.

Hot, Sexy .nd Se'.r Health educator
Suzanne Landolphi gives a candid. dramatic and humorous discussion of the
issues surrounding AIDS Feb 9. 7 pm in
Chase Hall Lounge. Bates College. Lewiston. Free and open to the pubfic.
Exp.n.lon of The H •• rt A free public
meditation dass. based on the teachings
of Hazrat Inayat Khan and Pir Vilayat
Khan Feb 12. 6:30-8 pm at 232 st. John
St., Portland (use entrance at the back of
the building). For more information. call
657-2605.
Body Work Trigger Point Therllpy
for H •• d, Neck .nd Should.... A
workshop in massage for the areas of the
body that bear the brunt of tension and
stress Feb 15. 7-10 pm. For more information. call the Feminist Spiritual Community at 773-2294.
T_n .ndYoungAduh H.alth Clinic
at Maine Medical Center. Mondays 4-8
pm. Appointments are· requested. but
walk-ins are welcome. For people ages
13-21. For appointments or more information. call 871·2763.
H.av.n Can't W"it An evening talk
with Kevin John Joseph Hi~gins on personal/planetary transformation - 8 metaphysical perspectiw. Topics will indude:
Spiritual/scientific meaning of oneness importance of honoring/expressing your
will- inevitable social/earth changes and
why - space beings. Mon. Feb 20. 7 pm
at the Rrst Parish Church, 425 Congress.
Portland. For tickets ar other information.
call 774-D308 or 87H)287 or write One of
Hearts. P.O. Box t5143. Portland. 04101 .
Front P.ge D.nc. eomp.ny is offering an 8dJitjazz dass beginning Feb 27.
7 pm at 17 Bishop St.. Portland. For more
information. call 773-6018.
Trlln.upport is a non-profit. non-sexual.
social and educational peer support group
for transsexuals. crossdressers. their
families. friends and pepple interested in
gender issues. Meeting are held every
other Sunday at 6 pm. For more information. call 854-3528 or write to Transupport. P.O. Box 17622. Portland. 04101 .
M.dlt.tlon for Wom.n every Monday
at the Quaker Meeting House. Forest
Ave. Portland. Guided meditation and
ritual. For more information. contact the
Feminist Spiritual Community at 773·
2294.
The AIDS Project 5 Monument Square
(fifth floor). Portland. lists many support
groups around Portland for PWAs and
the lovers. caregivers and friends of
PWAs. For more information. call 7746877.

•
OUT
SIDE

Wlnt.r Ecology W.,k. are being offered through Mar 31 for community
groups at the Maine Audubon Society's
Gilsland Farm Sanctuary in Falmouth.
Walks are scheduled Tue-Fri between
8:30 am-3 pm. The fee is $2.50 per person with a minimum of $15 per group.
Reservations can be made by calling
Carol LeMere at 781-2330.
Climbing .nd T ...kklng In Nep.1
Rick Wilcox will discuss dim bing attempts
of Makalu and Cho-oyu. and trekking in
the Khumbi and Arun Riwr Valleys as
part of the Evening Lecture Series at the
Appalachian Mountain Club's Pinkham
Notch Camp Feb 11. 8 pm (a family style
dinner served at6 pm). Free and open to
the public. For more information. call 603466-2721.
Wlnt.r Animal Adaptation. Judy Silverberg explains how animals live and
cope with winter in the North Country as
part of the Evening Lecture Series at the
Appalachian Mountain Club's Pinkham
Notch Camp Feb 18. 8 pm (a family style
dinner served at 6 pm). Free and open to
the public. For more information. call 603466-2721.
Snowshoe Orlent •• rlng Work.hop
Instructors will teach the intricacies of
reading an orienteering map. symbols
and signs of the field. plus helpful hints for
the novice snowshoer. The workshop is
being held at the L.L. Bean Fogg House in
Freeport on Feb 26.12-3 pm. Cost is $5.
To register for either date. call 865-4761
ext. 7800.
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by
Brenda
Chandler
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WILL NOT MOVE MY ARMY WITHOUT ONIONS"

All about onions

..

.¢

In the hot summer of 1864
General Grant sent a message
to the War Department: "I will
not move my anny without
onions." Three wagon loads
had to reach him before he
would budge. Grant ordered
onions for his men because he
believed them to cure dysentery and other hot-weather ailments, but many of us might be
tempted to be just as commandeering for the simple pleasure
of onions per se.
Realtors can chuck their tips
on how to make a prospective
buyer fall for your cozy, homecooking house. Forget all the
stuff they tell you about cloves
and cinnamon sticks and orange peels set simmering on
the stove. And you sure don't
need a loaf of bread baking in
the oven to make a looker feel
at home. All it takes is onions.
Before moving to Portland
we spent months trying to sell
our house. Open house week
after week: no go. It was onions
that made that final pair of
persnickety nitpickers settle for
it on the spot. "Mmm," they
said, as I began the beginnings
of a stew. The c-ircled back
through the kitchen. In the half
hour it took for the slow browning of my onions they had persuaded themselves that they
wanted to buy .
All it takes to set almost any
mood is onions frying in oil.
Peasant fare that sticks to the
ribs is invoked by onions in
bacon fat. The Mediterranean
comes to mind when they're
sauteed in olive oil. Throw a
handful of peanut oil in for
Szechuan night or simmer in
some coconut milk for Thai.
Think, too, of coming in from
the cold to the smell of onions
cooking. For instant relaxation
it beats a back rub.
From raw to translucent to
golden to brown, onions have a
range of flavor to please almost
any palate. (Well, almost. My
sister can't abide by them. But
then she considers tennites a
delicacy. Who can figure?) The
acrid sulphur compounds of a
raw onion, which gives it its
bite and makes us cry, dissolve
into sweetness with short cooking; and with long cooking then
becomes the rich near-caramel

that gives an onion soup its
body.
It may be an oddity of mine,
but even the heft of an onion is
heaven in my hands. I've been
known to stop midway to the
cutting board for one last feel
of an onion on its way to execution. Onions are dense; the
weight of each is proper to its
size and nifty, like marbles or
small birds at rest. And there is
a slick silky paper of skin with
all its outer hues of purple,
russet or cream. And there is,
too, its simple hefty roundness.
It seems I'm in good historical company, too. ForallIknow,
my passions for onions may be
the only thing I share with
George Washington. He
claimed them as his favorite
vegetable, eating them any way
they came, glazed or cored and
stuffed with mincemeat (1 hope
the meat version of the same
and not the mincemeat we
know of pies and such). A native plant of Asia and Palestine, this lily has been praised
forcenturies,even worshipped
in early Egypt. The slaves who
built the Great Pyramids were
said to hav.e lived on onions,
radishes and garlic. The Children of lsrael preferred onions
even to manna and bemoaned
their lot when they had to leave
them behind in their flight from
Egypt.
Others besides General Grant
have believed in the onion's
medical potency. In early New
England it was thought that a
string of onions hung over the
front door would attract and
trap the illness of a visitor passing under, thus saving the
family from sickness. For centuries onions have been said to
cure everything from colds,
fever and earache to bad complexions and warts - and they
do, in fact, boast a fairsupply of
Vitamin C and various minerals. They were used widely in
World War II for the bacteriadestroying power of their fresh
vapor.
Onions do have their down
side, however, and folk have
been trying for centuries to stem
their tears over onions. In Europe I heard that water running from a faucet nearby
would do. A Spanish cook I

a~·~~~~~~~-~
~=
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See you at Squire's for lunch!

S~!.!:C}rl•.!.!.r.gan's
46 Market Street, Portland. 774-5246

know swore that your eyes
would not sting while cutting
onion if you held a piece of
bread in your mouth, preferably with a tip sticking out.
Others have suggested you
hold your breath. (The same is
suggested, too, when 'touching
nettles. I tried it once. It doesn't
work.) One nervous Hungarian friend of mine holds cold
steel in his left hand while cutting with his right (tricky). On
the prosaic side, you can chop
them under running water or
you can boil them in water for
a few seconds and then proceed. But a book I read recently
offered the following sure-fire
method: wear wrap-around
glasses or ski goggles.
For onion breath, raw parsley seems to be the universal
cure-all. For onion hands, variously proposed are salt, vine·
gar,lemon juice,and powdered
mustard (all supposing you
have no nails or hangnails and
don't mind smelling like a
tossed salad).
Still, given their versatility,
it's a small wonder the Egyptians worshipped onions.
They're terrific any which way
they come, even plain and
unvarnished. Try them baked
in their skins and eaten like a
baked potato with butter, salt
and pepper; guaranteed to
make you a convert if you
weren't already one.
My 15-month-old child discovered onions on his own the
other day. He tugged open the
cupboard, pulled out an onion,
turned to me and proclaimed
"ba!" with huge delight. I
wanted to see what he would
do with this ''ball'' he thought
he had. Sure enough, he followed his baby imperative.
After throwing it to the ground
a few times and watching it not
bounce, he brought it to his
mouth and took a chomp. Reaction? He made a face, shuddered, stared down at the thing
in his hand... and laughed.
Looking straight at me, he took
another bite, and laughed
again. I think he's hooked.

10)
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We start ,Afrom scratch!

--------------------,

Smuggled Across the Border:

$1 00:
Chili
OFF!
Cheese

An
international
craze
has
found a home
in Portland!

I

•

with this coupon

I
I
I

:

:Meatloaf* ...

:

I exclusively

I

at Squire Morgan's.

: *Complete with homefries and choice of salad.

--------------------

II

"TAKE IN ALL YOU CAN TAKE-OUT"

LUNCHES • BUSINESS MEETINGS • DINNER PARTIES
SKI TI?IPS • HOUDA Y GATHERINGS. GIFT BASKETS
Mon.-Sat. 11-7:30 PM • 9 Deering Avenue, Portland. 773-2624

Offiee and Industrial
Support Equipment:
'_·.·.·~.·.·N.·.·.·.·.·.·N.·.·~.·.·.· . .·~.·_·.·.·,·...·............................,.Nn••""•.v.. ,.••••••..•..•~•••~.~ •.••••~••••••~.•.• .....·••••••••••••...·.·.·~.........·~.·u.·.·.·.·~ ...·.·J'.·,.....·.·.·...·u.·.·.·.·...·N.·.·N

Pallet jacks, conveyors, shelving, pallet
racks and hundreds of related items

Brenda Chandler has been tearyeyed ever since she did the research
for this article.

THE WAREHOUSE
260 Commercial St., Portland, ME • 773·5677

Stained Glass
Renovation
and Design
of
Fine Art Glass
Windows
Since 1976

630 Forest Avenue,
Portland, ME
774-4154

~~~~8~?5i~~~~a
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February II, 111811

Our pizza specials will have you singing, too.
Made with delicious fresh dough, homemade
sauce and mozarella cheese, every bite is a
noteworthy experience.

Large pizza

Dinner Special
Homemade Lasagna
with Meatballs

$1.25 Off
Small pizza

$3.99

.75 Off

71 India St. , Portland
773-1682
1379 Washington Ave., Portland
797-5514
1108 Broadway, South Portland
767-5916
3 Main St., Gorham
/ 839-2511

CARLSON,,~
~TURNER
, .
BOOKSTORE
..'..''*''*'.....-'*'..-..-..-..-..'

...

MAINE'S
PREMIER
BOOKSTORE

EZ
Rentals
...

50,000 •

books in
stock & always
buying more.

.

NOW OPEN
SUN_12-5
TUE.-SAT_ 10-5

773-4200
241 CONGRESS STREET

.

X/C

Alpine
Junior

X/C rentals
Alpine rentals
Junior X/C rentals
High Performance Demos
Snowboard rentals only
ASK ABOU OUR EXTENDED

$10.00 per day.
$12.00 per day.
$ 7.00 per day.
$15.00 per day.
$18.00 per day.
RENTAL PLANS!

,.I.

315 Marginal Way,
Exit 7, 1-295, Portland
"L_~""I
EZ Rental Call 775-5117 U"," bike

hed

ANION'S
SPECIALS

Telemark Skiing the New England
Peak. is the subject of a talk and slide
show being given by Dick Hall Feb 10,
7:30-9 pm at the L.L. Bean Casco St.
Conference Center, off Rt 1, Freeport.
Free and open to the public.
Advanced Telemark Ski Work.hop
will be held at Mount Abram Ski Area in
Locke Mills. Workshop is $50 per person
and is being offered on both Feb t t and
12. For more information, contact L.L.
Bean at 865-4761 x78oo.
Cousy on the Celtic My.tlque Bob
Cousy will be at Booksmith in the Maine
Mall Feb ", 1:30-3:30 pm sianing copies
of his new book. For more Information,
call 775-5955.
Gorham Family Swim Day Feb 12, 13 pm at Davin Pool, Westbrook Junior
High School. Cost is $1 per person.
WWF W....tling Feb 12, 2 pm at the
Cumberland Counly Civic Center. Tickets are $9-$15. For more information, call
775-3481.
Fly Tying: Deer Hair Trout Flies A
public workshop Feb 14, 7:30 pm at the
L.L. Bean Casco St. Conference Center,
located off Rt. 1, Freeport. Free and open
to the public.
PAVE (Portland Area Volleyball En·
thusiasts, is a non-profit organization
formed to support and enhance the sport
of volleyball In the Greater Portland area.
PAVE encourages anyone interested to
becomeamember.AsamemberofPAVE
you will be informed of tournaments, pickup games in your area and all other aspects of volleyball activities. For more information, contact Bob Wooten at 7706445.
Brunswick Sunday Runs Every Sunday 9 am at Brunswick Jr. High School.
Non-competive runs of four, six and eight
miles. For more information, call 7258680.
Demers Track Classic Feb 26, 9am at
Bates College, Lewiston. For more information, call 748-5403.
,
Boston Marathon Apr 27, 12 noon.
Runners must qualify over a certified
course before Mar 20. Entry forms are
available from Boston Athletic Association, 17 Main St., Hopkinton, MA, 01748.
Include self-adressed stamped envelope
Annual Sugarloaf Marathon May 21 ,
7 am in Eustis. For information write Chip
Carey, Sugarloaf Marathon, R.R. 1, Box
5000, Carrabassett Valley, ME 04947 or
call 237-2000.

Italian Restaurant
and Lounge
Since 1957
521 U.S. Route 1
Scarborough, ME 04074
Tel: (207) 883-9562

·FAMOUS HOMEMADE STUFFED BREADS·

• FISHERMAN'S P~ATTER

YOUR CHOICE

• HADDOCK • SHRIMP • CLAMS
.,.
.1

Served with French Fries and Cole Slaw

LOBSTER ROLL

•

Served with Chips and Pickle

5E

•

SURGICAL CENTER

HEMORRHOID
TREATMENT
Diagnosis and treatment of
Hemarrnaids, Condyloma (venereal
worts), Skin and Foot Disorders
-Planters worts-and tottoo removal

j '

SIRLOIN STEAK
With your choice of Fried Seafood (scallops, shrimp,
clams) served with Potato or Pasta and a Garden Salad

• 1 POUND PRIME RIB DINNER

YOUR CHOICE

LAS E R

Comes with Potato or Pasta and a Garden_Salad

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED· NO RESERVATIONS NEEDED
'.
"

Rapid Recovery • No Toxic Effects
Less Discomfort

·

SURGI C Al CENTER

•

OUT ON THE TOWN

•
FOR
DS

Norse Side Story Figure of Speech
Theater presents a new tale of Norway
Feb 1" 11 am at the High Street Church,
106 Pleasant, Lewiston, Presented by LA
Arts. Tockets are $3. For more information, call 782-7228.
Middle School Cheerleadlng Clinic
taught by Bonnie Gardner, a former N.E.
Patriots Head Cheerleader. One day clinic
Feb 11, 9 am-3 pm at Riverton Community Center, 1600 Forest Ave, Portland.
Cost is $8 per person. Telephone registration will be taken until Feb 10 at 8748455 or 874-8793.
Chlld ...n's Workshop at Southworth
Planetarium Feb 11, 9 am-12 pm, for
children ages 6-14, Reservations and
deposit required; $15 includes all materials. For more information, call 780-4249.
Whale Tales Storytime for children ages
12 and under relating educational information on whales and their natural habitat through tales of the sea Feb 11, 10:30
am at the Maine Aquarium, Rt. 1, Saco.
For more information, call 284-4512.
Mittenfest Gorham students in grades
2-6 are invited to an afternoon of sliding
races, ice skating, snowshoes. snowf?all
throwing, music and more at Deenng
Oaks Park. A bus departs from Shaw Jr.
High School at lOam and returns at3pm.
Cost is $2 per person. For more information, call 839-8144.
Rhoda and Barrie perform songs and
conduct sing-a-Iongs for kids Feb 18, 2
pm at the Portland Public Library, Monument Square, Portland. For more information, call 773-4761.
A Landlubber's Whale Watch A program for children ages 12 and under will
focus on what to anticipate when setting
out to view whales in their natural habitat
and an overview of the various types of
whales living in the Gulf of Maine Feb 18,
10:30 am at the Maine Aquarium, RI. 1,
Saoo. For more informatIOn, call 2844512.
February Vacation Camp South Portland Recreation is accepting registrations
for February vacation camp for the week
of Feb 21-24, This is a four day camp, 8
am-5 pm, for elementary school children.
Call 799-7996 for detaIls.
PSO's Young Artist Competition
Applications are now invited for the second Young Artist Competition. Competl·
tion will take place on May 3. Rules and
applications are available from the Young
Artist Competition ChaIrman , Portland
Symphony Orchestra, 30 Myrtle St., Portland, 04101. 773-6128. The deadline is
Feb 17.
Siories for Kids Portland Public Library
(773-4761): Mon and Wed, 10:30 am (35 year olds) and Fri, 1.0:30 am (2 year
olds); R,verton Branch LIbrary (797-2915) :
Fri, 10:30 am; Scarborough Public LIbrary (883-4723): Wed, 10:30 am & 1 pm
(3-5 year olds) and Tue, 6:30 pm (5-8
year olds); Prince Memorial Library.
Cumberland (829-3180): Wed, 10:30 am
(2-3 year olds); Thu, 10:30 am (3-5 year
olds),
Flicks for Kidsalthe Portland Public library in Monument Sq. For children of all
ages every Saturday at 10:30 am and
Tuesday at 1:30 pm. Free. For more information, call 773-4761 .
Finger Fun for Babies Wed at 9:30 am
althe Portland Public library (773-4761),

·~ t
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772-4203

1375 Congress St., Portlond
MC/Viso7Health In,uronce"
Pre-poid Health Pion,

25

WEEKNIGHTS 7:00 PM
UHF CHANNEL 24

LOTS OF LUCK

~ ~t1II!1HJfj~§
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What is the fewestnumberof moves necessary to
get the black car out of the lot? The vehicles may
move forward or backward in a straight line only.
(No packing, cramming or mere inching up.) And
you must count every move, even if you shift the
same vehicle more than once.
List the numbers of the vehicles, in order, in the
space provided.
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The Real Puzzle 116
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1989 Unlled Featur. Syndicate,

SOLUTION TO

REAL

PUZZLE

#4

100 correct entries to Real Puzzle

tries have been passed over in our random drawmg.

HaliDe""

Eris6, Eason DBSj
Jatoa wb"lli

It
II

Congratulations to the winners, even if this
puzzle required more luck than skill. First prize
goes to Brenda Butler of South Portland, second to
Cindy Barnes of Portland.
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#4, in case you've been wondering why your en-

Halloi, Ba&att Haff

,

20

We received

Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102

~~~

by Frank Gaziano

~~OHljjlln~~
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Can you solve the Real Puzzle?

If so there could be a $20 gift certificate for
Alberta's in it for you (first prize). Or tickets for two
aboard the Longfellow Cruise Lines (second prize).
Winners will be selected from among the cOrrect
entries by a random drawing. Contestants are ineligible to win more than one prize ~ a four-week
span, and only one entry is allowed per contestant.
All entries for this week's Real Puzzle must be
received by noon Wednesday, February 15. The
solution to this week's Real Puzzle will appear in
the February 23 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send
your best guess to:

[1] II!! I l~

~§ 1~13151
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Total: _ _
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Did you know the superb
taste ofMiche1ob has been
around since 1896?
Which 5 coaches in majorcollege basketball have
the best career
won-lost
percentages? .. .The
Top 5 are jerry
Tarkanian of Nevada-Las Vegas
(.808) ... Denny
Crum of Louisville
(.782) ... Dean
Smith of North
Carolina
(,771) ... Boyd Grant of Fresno
Stale (,757) and jim Boeheim
of Syracuse (,745).
How high off lhe floor is lhe
ri m of the basket in
basketball? ... Answer is 10 feet.
When you are having
friends over-serve the one

The answers are:
Aykroyd-Belushi
Masters-Johnson
Crusoe-Friday
Mason-Dixon
Desi-Lucy
Donny-Marie
Bogart-Bacall
Mutt-Jeff
Bums-Allen

-

ernie pook's COI!l'jt~

Jonah-whale
Lewis-Clark
Lincoln-Douglas
Dukakis-Bcntsen
Cumby-Pokey
George-Martha
Cain-Abel
Nixon-Agnew
Taylor-Burton
Bob-Ray

THE BEST
COLLEGE
COACHES
beer that Is so good people
don't expect it.
Unexpected because it is in ·a
class by itself - Michelob_
Serving Michelob is an unexpected pleasure!
Here's
an
oddity ... Who's the
only person in history ever inducted
into the SAME
sports hall of fame
TWICE? ... john
Wooden was indUCled into the basketball Hall of Fame in 1959
for his career as an outstanding player at Purdue in the
1930s ...Then, in 1972 Wooden
was inducted inlo that same
hall of fame again for his
outstanding coaching career
al UCLA in the 1960s!

The Portland Players'
production of
"life With Father"
at the Thaxter Theatre.

BUY • SELL • TRADE

~~Wise
'

Trading
Co. Inc.

498 Congress ~:reet, portlanb
'*t:
772-3932
I

~

-

Come in and check out our holiday specials
Diamonds • Gold • Silver • Watches
Rings • Stereos • TVs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland • 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath· 185 Water Street, Augusta

"'We buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE

em 10 ment

1]'1

BUDGET TRAVELER
Motor Lodge, openings in
Night Audit, Front Desk, and
Housekeeping. 775-0111

----- 1
If you derive
regular income I

from the subject(s) I
of your Classified Ad(s),
please use the business rate. I
And thank you for choosinQ I
Casco Bay Weeklyl I
(All Charges are Per W_k)
Individual
Business

$ 5_00
$ 7.00
$ ••00
$.t 5
$ 3_00

Up to 30 words
31-45 words
46-00 words
Each Add'i word
CBW Box Service

S 7.00
$ 9.00
$ t t_OO
$ .2t
$ 5.00

FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED (BORDERED AD) RATES
CALL .JOHN SHALEK AT CBW: 775-660t
Please read the CBW Cla •• lfled Policy before completing Ihis form.
Wrile legibly or type, and use additional paper ~ necessary.

PREFERRED CATEGORY: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TOTAL WORDS: _ __

BASIC RATE (from above)
+ _ _ EXTRA WORDS AT _ _ e EACH
[

--.J"

CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)

SUBTOTAL
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN
TOTAL ENCLOSED

+--+---

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

TEACHER, PART TIME
for a community based, developmental childcare program . Focus will be with
preschoolers in an age intePORTMANTEAU has full grated setting of 3-9 year
and part time openings for olds. Background aneVor expeople to construct and sell perience in early childhood
necessary.
canvas clothing and leather education
tapestry and canvas bags in Ongoing training provided .
our Old Port workshop. 774- $6.50 per hour beginning
salary. Possibility of full time
7276
employment during summer
SALES PROMOTION months. Call Janine Blatt,
Manager,Aggressive,versa766-2854, or send resume to
tile person with advertising Peaks
Island
Child
{print} experience to grow Development Center, PO
with us as we build prize- Box 7, Peaks Island, 04 t08
winning SALT, The Magazine EMPLOYERS There is a
About the Really Important less espensive alternative.
People of Maine. Send
Advertise your openings in
resume to Pam Wood, Salt, Casco Bay Weekly. The
P 0 1400, Kennebunkport, response you get may
ME 04046
surprise you!

Computer Artist/Designer
Great opportunity for someone with initiative,
self-motivation and the ability to take a job from
concept to completion. Responsibilities include
design and layout of the cover, the cover story
layout inside, the Calendar centerspread and ads.
Macintosh design experience, preferably with
Freehand and Pagemaker, and solid mechanical
skills a must. Newspaper experience helpful.
Also necessary is the willingness to be part of a
group effort.
If interested, call Cheryl Miller, production
manager, at 775-6601.

Distribution

q][W,
""'""".LOCK.C~

(207) 775-7415

477 Congress St., Suite 801,
Portland, Maine 04101
An Equat Opportunity Employer

We need the following infOfmation to print your ad. It will be Ileld in strict confidence.
NAME _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

biZ

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ ZIP _ __
DA~IMEPHONENUMBER

_______________________________

Check _ Money Order
PAYMENT METHOD
Credit Card # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MasterCard

Visa

Exp. Date _ _ __

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO:

I
I

services

WEDDING Photography to WOOD AND COAL bumfit your budget. Call Joel ing stove installations by
-THE YANKEE TRADES Bicknell 773-4449
MEN". Includes: Hearths and
WATER TREATMENT stove backings of brick,
systems sold and installed . stone or slate; brick-wood
May try one for a week with boxes, chimneys built and
no obligation. Bottled water
repaired . Call us today for a
quality for half the cost. Call free estimate at 772-2895 or
John 772-2486
688-4116.

I C.A.SCC> B.A."V" ""EEK:L"V" I
CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT. 207/775-6601
187 CLARK STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE 04102

I

rA-NY-C-LO-SET-ANYWHERE
NO MESS

STRICTLY
CED,Aft
Mn

QUALITY private home
cleaning, weekly , bi-weekly
and monthly rates, price you
can cope with. Call Cathy
between 3-7. 883-5947
INCOME TAXES prepared
at reasonable rates. Experienced, accurate, prompt
personal service. For free
estimate or appointment call
John Hudson . 772- 11997 AM- l OPM seven days a
week.

ASBESTOS REMOVAL
Locally based conoern combines safe, prompt service
with the lowest rates in town.
Free estimates in the Portland area. Call 767-0673
THE YANKEE SPIRIT, a
consignment shop is opening in February . Accepting all
creative people interested in
displaying their work at a hot
location on 10 Exchange st.
Call Steve Forris at 871 -8079

lighf Office
1-DAY SERVICE

WILLARD SQUARE,
South Portland. 1100 plus or
minus sq. ft. of office space.
Available immediately. 7738047.

room-

l:ij:rUG-

MAN OR WOMAN to live
in South Bridgton farmhouse
with 28 year old artist. Fifty
minutes from Portland. 30
acres with views, x-country
ski trails, private beach,
gardens , fresh eggs,
Steinway Grand Piano.
Available immediately. $250
per month plus phone . 8472166. Jason, mornings best.
ROOMY HOUSE: Fireplace, living room, dining
room, den . Quiet residential
area. Room with private bath.
Two females, one male
seeking either male or female. $250 including utilities,
security deposit $250.
Available March 1 797-8879
GWM. needs roommate to
share condo in Portland.
$300 per month. Call Steve
773-5934
.
ROSEMONT AVE. MlF to
share three bedroom apt.
with one male. Third bedroom
as guest room . Fireplace,
dishwasher, and storage .
$292.50 plus 1/2 utilities.
Pete 772-6833 (leave
message)
FEMALE HOUSEMATE
wanted. Sunny, cozy home
near Willard Beach, South
Portland. $225 plus 1/3 utilities. Call 767-5725

DESIGN CONCEPTS Co.
State wide personal design
consultants for new home
construction. Currently has
for sale, new. 2,500 sq. ft.
hand crafted mahogany contemporary home in nice
country neighborhood. Just
20 miles to coast, commute
to Augusta Waterville area.
(207) 426-9118.

Orchard Beach. Features
two family house, 5 motel
units and 4 cottages . Close
to beach and ball ~rk.
Excellent condition and super clean. Motivated seller.
Lionel Roy ERA Home Sellers
home 934-2202, office 7745766 or 283-1023.

PORTLAND'S WEST
END on Cushman st. Victorian townhouse. Totally restored. Four bedroom, two
baths. Featuring L.R., den,
formal dining, new kitchen,
deck, ample storage, private
drive. Lease or lease with
option. $1000 per month .
Call owner direct. 774-0953.

REASONABLE PRICES
Peaks Island. Quality, energy efficient homes available now thru June. Call
Mulkerin Associates. 7726992
HEADINC SOUTH? Let
Casco Bay Weekly help you
find the perfect winter tenant
for your home. Call 7726612 to place your ad.

I (.] I
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COUNTRY SETTING,
eight miles to Portland. Victorian house, upstairs
apartment. Two bedrooms,
heat and hot water. $625. By
appointment only. 773-5601.
Ask for James. Available in
March.
75 Quebec St. Large
beautiful two bedroom apt.
Eat in kitchen, lots of sunny
windows, parking. $600
heated. References and
security deposit required.
Call 772-1003

CLOSETS

and Janitorial
Cleaning

11 UNIT MOTEL, Old

1(.)liSHI, ;t'l' til_

PORTLAND/HISTORIC
bid. Two story, three bedroom, living room with lireplace. One year lease desired. $625 per month plus
utilities. Call 766-2697
255 Spring St. EffiCiency,
sunny, spacious, convenient
in-town location. $320 all
utilities included. References
and security deposit
required. Call 772-1003
60 Sherman St. quiet,
comfortable, one bedroom
apt. Bay windows, hardwood
floors, $350 heated. References and security deposit
required. Call 772-1003.

A&W BOOKKEEPING
General Bookkeeping Services • Payroll
Reports· Tax Services • Notary Public
Quarterly Reports • Personal Tax Returns

Introductory offer:
1988 Federal and State 5hort Forms $15,00'

775-1080
LEARN HOW TO OPEN SAFES • LEARN HOW TO PICKLOCKS
LEARN HOW TO CHANGE YOUR OWN SAFE COMBINATION
LEARN HOW TO m KEYS BY IMPRESSION

PARENTING With A Global
Perspective: A workshop for
adults and children. OHered
by the Feminist Spiritual
SPORTMAN,
Snuggle Puppy Cuddle
Community and the Women's
Bottom: Love from
Forum of University of
Cuppy Angel and the
240 days until the
Southern Me. Sat., April 22,
guys: Puppy, Cuddles,
first day of forever
9-4. $10 for 1 adult with up to
Snuggles,BObbin,Mickey,
2 children, $5 for each addiLove, Mrs, JQS Bell,Teddy and Reginald tional person. Call 773-2294.
L..-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..J L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....... EIGHT WEEK seminar .
Happy Valentine's Day,
Darien! You are a
channing cop,P,er tea
kettle ana we d like
to catch you up.

Dearhunter,

BLACK C£DILLAC 1981
Are you okay?
Coupe DeVille. High mileage,
tinted windows, power
brakes, steering, seats,
Bud
The Teapots
windows, etc. Leather interior, (Cream color), two new
'-::========~
..
snow tires. It's an eye .. BAAABEE!
Lauran Parakeet
catcher, runs well. Asking
Hey big fella, wer'e sure
$2,500 or B.O. Call 774going to miss you. What
Happy Valentine"s Day!
8245.
will we do without our
hunka
hunka
of
burninlt
MUST SELL. 1972 BMW
love? Take care Daddior
In Cupid We Trust
2002 Tii. Excellent overall.
Your friends at C8W
Very well maintained. Recent
p.s. visit often!
over haul to brakes and
suspension . New stock rims r - - - - - - - - - - - ,
with Michelin MXV tires plus
ZELDA,
four Gislaved winter tires on
MADDBABBS,
rims and a lot more. $6000
[do too need you anymore!
value, sacrifice for $4900.
It's your holiday
Thanks for being...
Arne 772-8328
Lov~,
enjoy it!
xxoo
.
GREAT INVESTMENT. A
The guy with this
classic 1968 red VW Bug L..-_ _ _ _ _ _M_ar.....;g....... L..-_ _-!.pa....!...per...;....in_hi_
·s_h_an_d..J
convertible. Never used in
winter. Absolutely no rust. r - - - - - - - - - - - , r-l-o-th-e-C-re-a-t-K-e-v-in-a---'
New paint job. Appraised at
J.
and his faitliful
$6,700. Will sell for $4,500.
..... it's just the way
AL WAH H
Call 871-0456(leave mesi! changes, like the
Val~ntine':s o[y'!y
sage)
shoreline and the sea.
Take the brunch show
CHEVY CITATION 1982,
on the road and bring
four door, six cylinder, auAxolotl
along the weinerhead.
tomatic. Power steering,
~========:::::
'-------~power brakes, AMlFM, cruise
control. 75 thousand miles.
To my dearest Spyke, the dyke,
Excellent condition $2400.
Roses are red
781-5232

box and mail, wah
<heck or money order to:

SAFES

P.O. Box 4174 N
Portland, ME 04102

I
$2.95
----------------------------------_
Shipping and Handling, Allow 30 days for delivery on personal checks.

I LOVE YOU MORE!!

Violets are blue

The Psychology of Religion.
Wednesdays at noon. Conducted by Dr. Paul Huss of
the C. G. Jung Institute.
Sponsored by Dwinell and
Hall. Call 799-1024

FROM DESIGN to Printing : A how-to workshop .
Offered by the Feminist
Spiritual Community and the
Women's Forum of the University of Southern Me.
Wed ., Feb. 8,7 to 9pm. $10.
Call 773-2294 (

CREATIVITY Through
Journal Keeping: A four week
workshop. Offered by the
Feminist Spiritual Community
and the Women's Forum of
the University of Me. Wed. ,
Feb. 8- Mar. 22. $25 . Call
773-2294
HANDS ON HEALING;
A day-long intensive workshop. Offered by the Feminist Spiritual Community and
the Women's Forum of the
University of Me. Sat., Mar.
11,9-4. $40. Call 773-2294.

ALL YOU WANT TO Know
About Design And Printing : A
four week workshop. Offered
by the Feminist Spiritual
Community and the Women's
Forum of the University of
Southern Me. Wed., April 526. $40. Call 773-2294.

LIFE READINGS, channeling and traditional therapy
for empowerment for people
' - - - - - - - - - - - ' ' -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--' in transition. Barbara Bartley , M. A. Certified Reiki
Hey Honey:
Practitioner. Center for New
Roses are red
Age Studies, Thompsons
RROW RROW RROW
but drive me batty
Point Portland . 775-7135.
MUH MUH MUH
Here's a valentine
You are my Valentine
CHEVY CHEVETTE 1976
Gift certificates available.
for you my little
HA HA HA
two door automatic, fou r new
Mutant Matte.
"ALTERED STATES of
My lo\'e for you is sweet
tires, 80,000 miles, good enand strong and look, rm
Perspective:' On going, nonlove
Dusty
gine, needs some work.
home where I belong
traditional approach to group
$350 or best offer. Call Leah
therapy and personal growth
at 865-4558(evenings) or
through exploration of our
865-6201 (day)
Cath-o, you are
lives from different perspecALFA ROMEO_ Classic
the key lime pie
tives: psychological , spiri1976 Alfetta GT, blac~ wnn'"" --tunesiIt-iields 0 white.
tuah-emotional, mythologiof my life. Happy
beige interior. Recent valve
soon love. happy!
cal, historical. For informaValentine's Day.
job. Dual-cam, 2-liter. 5tion contact Stephen Aronspeed. Pioneer stereo. Very
Bill-o
son, Ph.D., 180 state St.
good condition. $3,000. 985Phone 772-3176
7822 after 7pm.
STEP PARENT'S Support
TOYOTA
COROLLA
Group: Share learn and grow
SR5, 1984, color is red .
with other 'instant • parents
Great condition. 66,000
in a safe and caring environmiles. Two door, fold down
rear seat, amlfm stereo, re- DESIGNER jeans-teen-$6. MASSAGE TABLE. Oak- ment. Monday eveni~gs,
mote mirrors, rear defog, Sizes 3:11. Jordache, Levi, works "Nova' model with lux- starting 2113, or when there
asking $3900, call 883-8454. Giatano, etc. You would pay ury face rest and carrying are 6 participants. Open to
FORD L.T,D. 1985, four $20, $30, $40 for these jeans case. Excellent cond.hon . individuals and couples. For
door, six cylinder, amlfm at the mall. Call 799-45123 · Adjustable height. Warranty information call Karolyn
evenings.
trans!erable. $450 or best Rossein, M.A. at 766-2809
stereo, air cond., rear deoffer. Call 1-967-2827
CERTIFIED MASSAGE"
frost, excellent condition . LYNDA BARRYS', 'Love
ETHAN ALLEN- -dining therapist. House calls or of$2500 774.0530 after 6pm
Thang' t-shirt. The perfect
PINTO t 984, 73 ,000 gift for Valentine's Day and room set. Dark pine, 48' fioe appt. Vital in releasing
round table extends to 72', 4 pain and stress. Applied
miles . Good condition, $600. your love thang. 100% cotcaptain's chairs. $400. Call techniques: Deep tissue,
Call 761 ~6BB after 5pm
ton, s/mllg/xlg. Send $12.95
772-2726
sports massage, shaitsu
VOLVO 1976. Z45 DL which includes shipping to· LADIES PEUGEOT to acupressure, reflexology,
Wagon, 120,000 miles, alot The Love Thang, PO Box speed bike, straight handle polarities, Swedish. Stu
of miles left, many parts re - 99093-CB, Seattle, WA. ,
bars, only 2 years old, used Phillips 666-3830
placed, plus valve and ring 98199-0093. Free product very little, as good as new,
job completed, needs minor list too.
back carrier included . $100 WHISTLES The Rape Crisis Center has whistles
repairs, runs great. Call 879Call 871-8654 after 6pm
available for $3 . Great for
1941 in portland . Leave
key chains - also come with
message Will show weekbreakaway neck chain . Proends $1000 or B.O.
ceeds benefit the RCC 24SILVER BUICK Century
hour hotline for victims of
1977. Ziebarted, stereo, new
exhaust. Properly main- r-,;-;)x-g.... '*C-.(...Y
:...2~-:-"..".~...
.);
...;...
.~;,.;,"'p 1
:', -:-!...~"'.~...
.~,.....9'0:r..,,1:;-:... C,::;·Pl!':"h;-:::""':o:l':...
1"~;;;m :~~~~ra~~~~li~fo~~~::.4tained. $575 firm. Can be
locate d at 440 Ocea n Stree t, South Portland .
seen at 74 Revere St. low o uld like to invite you .to o ur Open House
cated behind Dunkin Donuts
o n Febru ary 12 rrom 10 a.m. to 4 p .m.
at Woodfords Corner. Call
874-2393
We are o rrcring y our prescho oler
RENAULT R-12, 1976 four
MUSIC WITHOUT MYSan o ppo rtuniLy to visit o ur sch o ol
door station wagon , front
TERY. Aspiring singers, inro r o n e day at n o charge.
wheel drive, off the road last
strumentalists, songwriters :
four winters, does not runlearn to read and write music.
lots of new parts ... make ofPlease call 799-2400 ro r m o re inrormation.
Basic course includes notafer . 772-3192 Jackie
tion, sight-singing, intervals,
chords, and writing . Instructor: Raymond Miller, songwriter, author. 781-432 t
ADOPTION Loving couple $500 REWARD for inforwill provide secure happy mation leading to arrest and THE CONSTITUTION,
home for white newborn. Ex- conviction of person van- the words Americans live by.
automobiles . Do Portland schools teach
penses paid. Legal and dalizing
and the U.S. Conslltution and
Confidential. Call Amy and Vicinity-Congress
Tom collect at:
212-587- Ellsworth Sts . Reply in teach it well? If not, why not?
confidence to : Advertiser Patriots-PO Box 90t Port- DEE.JAY SEEKS work,
0344
PO Box 4725, Portland, me. land, Me. 04104
specializing in '50s, '60s
HAVE YOU read ABUSE
04112.
hits. Looking for regular
OF PSYCHIATRY FOR POPLACE YOUR NOTICE bookings at club or parties.
LITICAL REPRESSION IN
on our classified pages and
A GOOD MAN (or woman) reach the more than 16,000 Thousands of titles, 400 watt
THE SOVIET UNION ( by
U.S. Senate Committee on isn't hard to find when you people who read Casco Bay pro system. Also do top 40
and country. 353-4669
use PERSON TO PERSON. Weekly!
the Judiciary, 1972) ?

J. .

...

lcan'timanginemylife
without 5/M and you.
Ever yours, WhIpp

$...

musIc

r----------------------------------~
I 0 $ 9,95 Volume I, How to Fit Keys by Impression 5 1/2" by 8 1/2"
Check the appropriate
I

I 0 $ 9,95 Volume II, How to Change Your Own Safe Combination 5 1/2" by 8 1/2"
I 0$29,95 Volume III, How to Open Safes 5 1/2fl by 8 1/2fl
I 0 $12.95 Volume IV, Learn How to Pick Locks
I (book includes one set of picks thaI retail for $7,00 alone) 4"by51/2 fl
I

EL CAMINO Conquista
sports pick-up. 1982. All
power options, alc, amlfm
stereo, air shocks, etc. Well
maintained, top condition. V8, 25 mpg highway. Classic
power, comfort, reliability
versatility . $4200 967-4405

it-}. .

Why should you pay big money to have your safe, or your combination lock changed and take the chance of
letting someone else know your combination? Now, for the first time, there is a complete textbook on safe combination
changing and servicing. This information has never been available to the general public. But now, for your
convenience. we are offering the complete instrllction manual.
I have been a bonded and insured master locksmith for over 30 years. In the past and present [have done work for the
U.S. Coast Guard, the U.S. Army and Air Force, the Maine Slate Police, the Portland City Police Department and many
other police forces in the slate. The U.S. Customs Building, Slate of Maine Administration, and a majority of Ibe large
businesses in the slate have also required my services. I have worked for the Canal Bank, Casco Banks, Sun Savings and
Loan, Federal Savings Bank. three major safe companies 3.5 well as numerous other private and commercial corporations.
I am willing to share my knowledge and experience with you for the low, low cost of $29.95 - which, in fact, is less than
the cost of baving your safe opened by an expert.
Even if you never apply Ibis information, mechanically, the knowledge alone is worth the price of the books.

Add
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Personnel Pool.

Not lor publication:

CHEVY SPECTRUM,
1985, five speed, hatch,
power brakes, cloth interior,
AM/FM cassette, 33 thousand miles, good condition,
good in snow. $2500 or best
offer. Call Nancy 846-0600
d_ay~, 657-4529 evenings.

bod & soul

r----------,

Every day, all over America, more and more
companies are turning to Personnel Pool to
help them find qualified, skilled pe<>ple to fill
temporary work assignments. That's
because our exclusive Skillmatching.m
System and Matchmaker.m process enables
us to findjust the right person to fit your needs.
For over forty years, Personnel Pool has
been helping skilled people get the job•.. and
helpin~ companies get the job done right.
'lb find out how Personnel Pool can help you
quickly fill your temporary staffing needs,
call us today.

=---

DODGE VAN 1980. Great
used truck, panelled and insulated. 124,000 miles. Must
Seel $875. Call 773-5398 or
774-7154

• • • • va en Ine s

'-=========:::::

We are looking for help distributing our papers.
Must be available between 3-9 pm Wednesdays
and g am-l pm Thursdays. If interested, call
775-6601 and ask for Gary Santaniello .
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notices

music

ROLFINCO is a system of
structural integration developed by Ida P. Rolf, PIl.D., in
the 1940,s to restore and
improve human physical
structure. As out of balance
par1s of the body are brought
in to alignmen~ posture and
symmetry are improved;
stress is reduced; movement patterns become freer,
more fluid, eHicient, and
graceful; breathing becomes
fuller and easier. Increased
awareness and emotIOnal
relief are often experienced
as by-products of creating
deep changes within the
body. For some, the process
is purely physical; for others,
it can be a self-awakening .
For more information, or to
schedule a free consultation,
contact: Rob Coughlin 7725581-985.0760 or Noel
Clarke 582-4580
BODY WORK: Trigger
Point Therapy for Head,
Neck, Shoulders: A workshop in massage. OHered by
the Feminist Spiritual Community and the Women's Forum of the University of Me.
Wed., Feb. IS, 7-10pm. $15.
Call 773-2294.
WOMEN AND ALCO·
HOL: Alternatives to A.A. :
OHered by the Feminist Spiritual Community and the
Women's Forum of the University of Me. Wed., Mar. 29,
6-9pm Donation . Call 7732294.
WOMEN AS Self-Navigator: A workshop to claim control of your own life. OHered
by the Feminist Spiritual
Community and the Women's
Forum of the University of
Southem Me. Tues., Feb. 21-Apr. 11, 6-8pm. $80. Call
883-4570
MARY USED to say she
was always available to help
w/·the Woflf' and to interpret
it and to guide people in it.
Thankfully however, the
Word of God says, • Repent... and ye shall receive
the gift of the Holy Ghost'
(Acts 2:38) and • .. .if any man
have not the Spirit of
IIII/Christ, he is none of his:
(Romans 8:9) Therefore, ALL
true believers have the Holy
Spirit to guide them. And
Mary? She finally broke her
contract w/ Satan by the
blood of Jesus (see Col.
1:19-21) and is no longer into
Satanism. Jesus Christ is
lordi
WOMEN: Does being in
love mean being in pain?
Learn how to change dysfunctional relationship patterns. Therapy group now
forming based on "Women
Who Love Too Much: For information call 871-9256
TAROT CARD reading by
Judith. Please call at 8-10
am or 12:30-4pm or 8-10pm .
934-1108.

I ~ IS tie] jl (el ~ IS tl e]

PERSONAL
OF THE WEEK
Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!
SWN 30, 5' 6·, attractive, happy,sensitive
busy professional who always loves play.
Sometimes shy, sometimes crazy, always
honest. Seeking sincere, cari"9, attractive
woman for bola adventure, danng romance
honest friendship. CBW Box 200
If you have plK*lIft ad In the C"CG DIy Wllkly pereonalayour
ad I, uern.delll, ....... In the F'ER9:)NAL OF ntE WEB( cont. .
for ttl., week. WI .... *-1"9 lor lid, that ... Q"eatlve, witty and fun.
Winnwswlll , __ v. "'11, tlt*etsln themall.

SWM 34 Tall , attractive,
serious bodybuilder looking
for attractive passionate female for physical fun . Photo
please. Send to PO Box
7598 Portland, Me. 04112.
CAY WHITE male in late
twenties, attractive, intelligent, seeks man to share
time and experiences with.
Should be attractive, romantic, and caring. Someone
open to new adventures and
experiences. CBW Box 193
DWM, 40'S, Professional,
bright, affectionate, fun to be
with, lot's of interests. Both
brainy and brawny, seeks
DISWF, 35 to 42, to share
good times leading to
relationship and commitment. CBW Box 198
SWM 30, 5'6' , attractive,
happy, sensitive , busy
professional who always
loves play. Sometimes shy,
sometimes crazy, always
honest. Seeking sincere,
caring, attractive woman for
bold adventure, daring romance, honest friendship .
CBW Box 200
SWM would like to meet
SWF 35-40. Must be able to
communicate reasonably,
should be beautiful and
desirous of having a mutually
beneficial and enjoyable
complete relationship. Picture and phone number necessary. CBW Box 197
HIKED to the top of the
mountains, dove to the bottom of the sea, but still
haven't found the WF who
enjoys the outdoors and
things that are wild and natural. If you have done the
same and are still looking,
please contact this SWM,
late 30's. PO Box 5532,
Saco, Me. 04072 (2/16)

COUNTRY

ROADS,

mountain views , forest
trails ... If you like to hike,
camp, canoe, J(-C ski, explore, and you are a positive,
honest, considerate, and
communicative SM, this
caring, appreciative SF 39
awaits your letter and friendship. I'm a non-smoker, animal lover and, politically
leftCBW Box 196
I NEED A FRIEND and
much more! GWM, early 2Os,
seeks GWM to sha,re
thoughts and ideas. I enjoy
dancing, long walks, movies,
staying up late, or just talking. Not really into the bar
scene. Am open-minded to
new adventures and experiences. Am I describing you
to a "T"? Then write! Pictures
appreciated but not necessary. CBW Box 201
GWM, 26, recenHy returned
to college. In to theater, literature, and several types
of music. Seeks someone
secure and positive about
their personal pursuits. CBW
Box 202 (
GF SEEKS woman 3Os-4Os
for potential committed relationship. Emotionally stable,
intelligent, sensitive, able to
accept and want relationship
based on love, respect,
openness to all life has to
offer when shared. Portland
area. CBW Box 203
MARRIED WHITE male
48, 5'10', 200 Ibs., nonsmoker, clean, neat,
healthy, discrete, seeks female 25 to 60 for dinner
dates weekdays. As a
salesman I spend every fifth
week in Maine. Evenings
alone are no fun but you
know that. Let's both enhance our lives. Please write
with way to contact Jack PO
Box 123, Wilmington, Ma.
01887

I:m~lil~l19i'j[if_
1-800-441-3123

HEAVEN CAN'T WAIT:
An evening talk on personal
and planetary transformation-a metaphysical perspective. For tickets and
other information please
read the listings under
BODY AND SOUL.
HOLISTIC Therapist offers
psychotherapeutic bodywork, dreamwork, and professional counseling. I support the healing of the Inner
Child through working with
body, mind, emotions and
spirit. Deborah Vallance,
R.N., M.S. Ed. 775- t 23?

MAINELY
FRIENDS
...A very affordable
match making service
for people of all lifestyles. We offer low
prices and high quality
service. For more info.
call, or write to P.O.B.
251, Augusta, ME 04330.

Free Info. Kit
1 • 7 pm Weekdays

626-0195

1[$l'ii1ht~. / - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .....
LIFE DRAWING SessionUSM, Monday mornings 912. Fee $4.00. For more information call Laurie 8718908 .

l'UDilrn:.
MODELS: Women wanted
for photography and video
Top pay. Send photo or
composite and phone number. BOA Prod. Box 5341,
Portland, Maine. 04101
LEAD
VOCALIST
wanted for established
reggae band. Instrument a
plus. Call797~196
"WANT EARNINGS galore? House of Lloyd can
help. Call Michele @ 7734977 (no commitment necessary!)

Try something
different this week:
a CBW Person to Person

ad. It'll Introduce you to well over 16.000

caw

readers. more than a few of which are
slngte. and all of which are well read!

PAY FOR TWO WEEKS. GET YOUR
THIRD WEEK FREE!
Please use the ~Do h Yourself" Classlf~ ad form
and enclose this coupon to receive a fAle week.

\
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PRESENTS

THE SEARCH FOR THE

REAS

CLUE #3
In Tommy's building, long and high,
there is a timepiece in the sky.
Above the town and port of old,
o'er a street named for things sold,
f"tnd a place with Casco's name
for your next clue in this treasure game.

THE CONTEST

PRIZES

It's easy to play. There are two parts:

1. The Weekly Riddle: A weekly riddle will appear on the Treasure Hunt page in
Casco Bay Weekly. Each week's clue also will be read on the air on WBLM 007.5 FM)
and on Portland's newest TV station, NTV (UHF Channel 24). The answer to each
week's riddle will be one of th~ businesses sponsoring the Treasure Hunt.
2. The Treasure Map: Once you solve that week's riddle, go to that sponsoring
location and ask for that week's piece .of the treasure map. At the end of the 10-week
contest, you will have a 9-piece treasure map and a map legend. Once it's pieced
together correctly, you will have a map of Casco Bay. By using the legend and reading
the map, you will be able to find the location of the treasure: a location in Casco Bay.
And don't worry if you're a late starter - each week's correct location will keep extras
of their map piece for the entire contest.
Send your contest answer to Treasure Hunt, Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark St.,
Portland, ME 04102. It must be received by noon April 12. A drawing will be held at
the conclusion of the contest, and the first COrrect entry drawn will win the entire
treasure, including a Carnival Cruise for two to the Bahamas from Hewins Travel,
where vacations are HOT!
Employees and family members of Casco Bay Weekly, WBLM, NTV/Channel 24 and
Hewins Travel are not eligible to win.

HEWINS TRAVEL
INC

CONSULTANTS

WHERE
VACATIONS
ARE HOT!

The grand prize is a Carnival Cruise for two to the
Bahamas from Hewins Travel, where vacations are
I-IOT! Other prizes include an ensemble of blueand white-striped luggage from Portmanteau; a
Papasan chair from Pier 1 Imports; a Sonesta Hotel
Theatre Package (two tickets to a show at the
Performing Arts Center, a double occupancy deluxe
room and breakfast, taxes and gratuities included);
a $75 gift certificate from Abacus IIandcrafters
Gallery; a $100 shopping extravaganza from Casco
Variety; a collection of the Academy Award-winning
"Best Pictures" of the past 10 years from Videop'ort;
a stylish Drizzle Partner pullover from Options; a
$50 gift certificate from HuShang on Exchange
Street; a $75 gift certificate from Dos Locos; a $25
gift certificate from Squire Morgan's; a $100 gift
certificate towards custom-made draperies at
The Custom Shop; and a Wristrock watch
from Conceits.
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Sponsored by VIdeoport, Options, The Top of the East, Casco Variety, Portmanteau, Pier 1 Imports, The Custom Shop,
HuShang on Exchange Street, Abacus Handcrafters Gallery, Squire Morgan's, Dos Locos and Conceits.

